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This catalogue includes all the publications, including 
periodicals, issued during the year by the institutions of 
the European Communities. Publications of which English 
versions have been issued are listed only in that lan-
guage; otherwise another version, but only one, is in-










Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes 
should not be used for ordering purposes): 
e.g. IT 80 -247 , appearing within an entry, means that the 
Italian version is described in the Italian catalogue for 
1980 at sequence number 247 . Sequence numbers are 
printed consecutively on the left hand side of full entries 
in the classified list. 
Arrangement 
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as fol lows: 
Part I — The classified list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 20 headings each divided 
into subheadings (see p. 4). 
Under each subheading, monographs and series are 
listed first in alphabetical order; there then follows a 
similar list of periodical titles. 
Full entries for monographs and series appear only once; 
otherwise cross-references are given to the full entries 
identifying them by the sequence numbers already de-
scribed. Periodical titles appear in the classified list only 
as cross-reference entries, full entries being found in 
Part II. 
Part II — Periodicals presents full details of each current 
Community periodical, listed alphabetically. 
Part III — The alphabetical index provides keys to the 
monographs and series included in Part I, identifying 
them by the sequence numbers already mentioned. 
How to obtain publications 
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of l imited 
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be ob-
tained from the issuing institutions, or, where they are 
published by the Information Offices of the Commission, 
from those offices, whose addresses are given in the lists 
on pp. 5 and 7. Publications of l imited distribution are, 
however, generally only for the attention of governments 
of Member States, Community departments and other 
authorities concerned. 
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the 
Sales Offices listed on the last page. 
All orders should quote the full t it le, as well as the ISBN 
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the 
catalogue. 
Abbreviations and conventional signs 
The text languages of publications are indicated by the 





















A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes 
denotes a publication in which different language ver-
sions of the same text appear under one cover. 
The abbreviation 'mult i ' indicates a publication wi th a 
mixed multi l ingual text. 
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be 
chargeable, are fixed in various currencies, using the 
fol lowing abbreviations: 
BFR Belgian franc 
DKR Danish crown 
DM German mark 
DR Greek drachma 
HFL Dutch guilder 
IRL Irish pound 
LIT Italian lira 
PTA Spanish peseta 
ESC Portuguese escudo UKL Pound sterling 
FF French franc USD US dollar 
Headings 
01 General, political and in-
stitutional matters 
01 10 General 
0 1 2 0 European integration — Eu-
ropean union Enlargement 
0 1 3 0 Institution matters 
02 Customs union 
03 Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries 
0 3 1 0 General 
0 3 2 0 Animals and animal prod-
ucts 
0 3 3 0 Crops 
0 3 4 0 Forestry 
0 3 5 0 Fisheries 
0 3 6 0 European Agricultural Guid-
ance and Guarantee Fund 
0 3 7 0 Agricultural research 
0 4 Law 
0 4 1 0 General Community law 
0 4 2 0 Treaties, agreements, con-
ventions 
0 4 3 0 Commercial law — Right of 
establishment 
0 4 4 0 Taxation law 
0 4 5 0 Social law 
0 4 6 0 Approximation of legislation 
0 4 9 0 Miscellaneous 
05 Social affairs 
0 5 1 0 General 
0 5 2 0 Social Fund 
0 5 3 0 Living and working condi-
tions — labour law 
0 5 4 0 Health and safety 
0 5 5 0 Labour market and employ-
ment 
0 5 6 0 Vocational training and fur-
ther education 
0 5 7 0 Social security 
06 Tertiary sector 
0610 Insurance and banking 
0620 Professions 
0 6 3 0 Commerce and distribution 
0 6 9 0 Miscellaneous 
07 Transport 
08 Competition 
0 8 1 0 General 
0 8 2 0 Concentration of undertak-
ings and restrictive prac-
tices 
09 Taxation 
0 9 1 0 General 
0 9 2 0 Direct taxation 
0 9 3 0 Indirect taxation 
0 9 4 0 Other taxes 
10 Economic affairs 
1010 General 
1020 Economic policy 
1030 Economic trends 
1040 Balance of payments, ex-
change rates and support 
mechanisms 
1050 Currency and credit 
11 External relations 
1 110 General 
1120 Multi lateral relations and 
international organizations 
1130 Development and cooper-
ation 
1 140 Foreign trade 
12 Energy 
1210 General 
1220 Energy saving 
1230 Coal and hydrocarbons 
1240 Electricity and nuclear en-
ergy 




1320 Industrial policy and sector-
al measures 
1330 Industrial technology 
14 Regional policy 
1410 General 
1420 Regional Development Fund 
1430 Regional development 
15 Environment and consu-
mer affairs 
1510 Environment 











Scientific and technical re-
search 
Energy 
Medicine and biological sci-
enees 
Chemistry, physics, nuclear 
sciences 
Safety at work 








18 Stat is t ics 
1810 General statistics 
1820 National accounts, finance 
and balance of payments 
1 830 Population and social condi-
tions 
1 840 Industry and services 
1850 Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries 
1 860 Foreign trade 
1890 Miscellaneous 
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PEES PARLEMENT 
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L­2920 Luxembourg 
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Rue de la Loi 1 70 . Β ­ 1048 Bruxelles 
Tél.: 2 3 4 61 1 1 
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L ­ 2 9 5 0 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 3 7 9 ­ 3 1 4 2 
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OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES 
COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES ­ COMMISSIONE DELLE 
COMUNITÀ EUROPEE ­ COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GE­
MEENSCHAPPEN 
Division IX­C­1 
Rue de la Loi 2 0 0 , Β 
Tél.: 2 3 5 1 1 1 1 
1049 Bruxelles 
DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET ­ RECH­
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KAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
2 9 , rue Aldringen 
L­2010 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 7 7 3 ­ 1 
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ GE­
RICHTSHOF DER EUROPÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­
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JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DE JUS­
TICE DES COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES - CORTE DI GIU-
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related edition reference 
in the French catalogue 
catalogue number ­
404 NIMEXE 1979: Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01­24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils, foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco ­ xvii. 620p., xix­xlii; 
30cm: softcover: 1670g: IDA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
— CA­NC­80­0O1­7A­C 
ISBN 92­825­1815­9: set: ECU 393.75. 
BFR 15750. IRL 261, UKL 233. USD 497 
ISBN 92­825­1802­7 volume: ECU 50, BFR 2000. IRL 33.20. 
UKL 29.60. USD 63 
397 NIMEXE 1 979: Tableaux analytiques du commerce 
extérieur ­ Office statistique des Communautés européennes 
[Commerce extérieur (couverture rouge) ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
n.A 01­24: Animaux vivants et produits des règnes animal ou 
végétal, graisses et huiles, aliments, boissons et tabacs ­ XVII, 
620p., xix­xln; 30cm: broché: 1670g; (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
EN:80­ 404 
ÇA­NC­80­001­7A­C ISBN 92­825­18 1 5­9: ensemble: 
Écu 393,75. BFR 15750. FF 2266 









ISBN number + 
" prices of the set 
ISBN number + 
prices of the volume 
Classified list 
1 General, political and institutional matters 
DA:83­3. DE:83­5. NL:83 ­ 5 
AX­37­83­126­EN­C ISBN 92­823­0065­X: ECU 13,10, 
BFR 600 , IRL 9.50, UKL 7.40, USD 12. 
European University Institute: Academic Year 1 984-86: 
1983 
110 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR: 
20 .1982 470 
Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR: 
21 .1983 471 
1 Corps diplomatique accrédite auprès das Communautés 
européennes: mai 1983 ­ Direction générale Relations extérieures: 
Commission des Communautés européennes 
1982­ 194p.: 21cm: broché: 260g: (FR) 
CB­37­83­320­FR­C ISBN 92­825­3677­7: ECU 4,48, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20. UKL 2.80, USD 4.50. 
2 ­ The Court of Justice of the European Communities: Third 
edition ­ 57pp.: 23cm: stapled: 1 10g: (EN) [European 
documentation: 83/4 ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:83­5. DE:83­7. FR:83 ­ 4. GR:83 ­ 2. IT:83 ­ 4. NL:83 ­ 8 
CB­NC­83­004­EN­C ISBN 92­825­36 1 5­7: free of charge. 
3 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
January 1983 ­ Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate­General Personnel and Administration ­ 109pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:83­7. DE:83­9. FR:83 ­ 9. GR:83 ­ 7. IT:83 ­ 9. NL:83­10 
CB­36­82­362­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3383­2: ECU 2,74, 
BFR 125, IRL 1.90, UKL 1.60, USD 3. 
4 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
May 1983 ­ Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate­General Personnel and Administration ­ 111pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:83­8. DE:83 ­ 10. FR:83 ­ 10. GR:83 ­ 6. IT:83 ­ 10. NL:83 ­ 1 1 
CB­37­83­312­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3637­8: ECU 2,74, 
BFR 125, IRL 1.90, UKL 1.60, USD 3. 
5 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
September 1983 ­ Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate­General Personnel and Administration ­ 109pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:83­9. DE:83­11. FR:83­11. GR:83 ­ 8. IT:83 ­ 1 1 
CB­37­83­934­EN­C ISBN 92­825­39 11­3: ECU 2,74, 
BFR 125, IRL 1.90, UKL 1.60, USD 3.00. 
6 Economic and Social Committee: Annual Report ­ Economic 
and Social Committee 
1982 ­ 108pp., 3 graphs: 21cm: softcover: 150g: (EN) 
DA:83­11. DE:83 ­ 20. FR:83 ­ 2. GR:83 ­ 5. IT83 ­ 1. NL:83 ­ 4 
EX­36­82­346­EN­C ISBN 92­830­0043­9: free of charge. 
7 Europe as seen by Europeans - Ten years of European polling -
1973-1983 ­47pp.: 23cm: stapled: 100g: (EN) [European 
documentation: 83/7 ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:83­6. DE:83 ­ 6. FR:83 ­ 7. GR:83­12. IT:83­7. NL:83 ­ 7 
CB­NC­83­007­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3922­9: free of charge. 
8 Europe today - State of European Integration ­ European 
Parliament 
1982­1983 ­xlvii, 653pp.: 25 χ 17cm: softcover: 1 290u: (EN) 
European University institute: Sixth report of Activities -
Academic year 1981-82: 1982 46: 
Index: Bulletin of the European Communities ­ Commission of 
the European Communities 
1981 ­ iv, 84pp.: 25cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:83­10. DE:83­14. IT:83­8. NU83­19 
CB­35­82­287­EN­C ISBN 92­825­2984­3: ECU 7,74, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.40, UKL 4.40, USD 8. 
L'ordre juridique communautaire 45 
10 Programme of the Commission for 1 983-84 ­ Commission of 
the European Communities 
1983 ­ 50pp.: 23cm: stapled: 100g: (EN) 
DE:83­12. FR:83­13. GR:83­10. IT:83 ­ 12 
CB­36­82­451­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3488­X: ECU 1,33, 
BFR 60, IRL 1, UKL 0.80, USD 1.50. 
11 Prospects for the development of new policies: Research 
and development, energy and new technologies ­ 46pp.: 
25cm: stapled: 105g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 83/5 ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:83­20. DE:83­1. FR:83­12. GR:83­11. IT:83 ­ 13. NL:83­13 
CB­NF­83­005­EN­C ISBN 92­825­4025­1 : ECU 3, BFR 135, 
IRL 2.25, UKL 1.80, USD 3. 
12 Recueil des Accords conclus par les Communautés 
européennes 1 980 ­ Conseil des Communautés européennes 
n. 10 ­ 1 564p.: 1 7cm: relié: 800g: Complément annuel (FR) 
IT:83­ 14 
RX­36­82­007­FR­C ISBN 92­824­0106­5 
ISBN 92­825­3233­X: ECU 65,70, BFR 3000 . 
13 Sixteenth General Report on the Activities of the European 
Communities 1 982 ­ Commission of the European Communities 
1982 ­362pp. , 10 figs.: 23cm: softcover: 580g: (EN) 
DA:83­16. DE:83­15. FR:83­15. GR:83­1. IT:83 ­ 15. NL:83 ­ 20 
CB­36­82­41 1­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3425­1 : ECU 4,95, 
BFR 225, IRL 3.50, UKL 2.90. USD 5. 
14 Steps to European unity: Community progress to date, a 
chronology: fourth edition ­ Commission of the European 
Communities­84pp., 23 ill.: 23cm: softcover: 180g: (EN) 
DA:83­4 DE:83­4. FR:83 ­ 5. GR:83 ­ 9. IT:83 ­ 5. NL:83 ­ 6 
CB­37­83­910­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3878­8: free of charge. 
15 Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in 1 982 ­ Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
1982 ­ 74pp.: 25cm: stapled: 180g: (EN) 
DA:83­13. DE:83­17. FR:83­1. GR:83­14. IT:83 ­ 2. NL:83­12 
DX­37­83­457­EN­C ISBN 92­829­0067­3: free of charge. 
16 Treaties establishing the European Communities - Amending 
Treaties - Other basic instruments ­ Commission of the 
European Communities ­ 542pp.: 1 7cm: softcover: 440g: Abridged 
edition (EN) 
DA:83­17. DE:83­t8. FR:83­16. GR:83­13. IT:83­16. NL:83­18 
CB­35­82­950­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3207­0: ECU 8,85, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.10, UKL 4.90. USD 8.50. 
1 7 Trentième Aperçu des activités du Conseil (1 er janvier - 31 
decambre 1 982) ­ Conseil des Communautés européennes: 
Secrétariat général 





ISBN 92-824-0141-3: ECU 6,57, 
18 El Tribunal de Justicia de las Comunidades Europeas - 60p.: 
23cm: cosido: 110g: (ES) [Documentación Europea - Comisión de 
las Com munida de s europeas] 
CB-NC-83-004-ES-C ISBN 92-825-3987-3: gratuito. 
19 Twenty-fourth report on the activities - Monetary committee 
of the European Communities 
1982- 13pp.: 25cm: stapled: 50g: (EN) 
DE:B3- 19. FR:83 - 20 
CB-38-83-500-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4061-8: ECU 4.37, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.60, USD 4. 
20 Twenty-ninth review of the Council's work {1 January - 31 
December 1981 ) - Council of the European Communities: General 
Secretariat 
1981 - 280pp.: 21cm: softcover: 400g: (EN) 
DA:83-12. DE:83-8. FR:83-19. GR:83 - 3. 1T:83 - 20. NL:83 - 9 
BX-35-82-425-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0098-0: ECU 6,66, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.60, UKL 3.70, USD 6.50. 
21 Ή Ευρώπη σε μεταλλοτγή - Godet, M. : Ruyssen, 0. - 201 a. : 
25cm: άδετο: 430g: JlpóXoyos του Dr. Guido BRUNNER (GR) 
[Ευρωπαϊκές προπτικες - 'Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
DA:82-5. DE:82-9. ΕΝ:81 - 15. FR:80-113. NL:82 - 14 
CB-30-80-116-GR-C ISBN 92-825-1 731-4: ECU 3,70, 
BFR 150. 
22 Ταξιδεύοντας στην Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα - 53σ.. 60 είκ.: 25cm: 
συρραμμένο: 110g: (GR) [Ευρωπαϊκά κείμενα- 'Επιτροπή των 
Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
DA:82-21. DE:82 - 20. ΕΝ:82-16. FR:82 - 23. ΙΤ:82-23. NL:82-18 
CB-31-80-417-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2599-6: δωρεάν. 
PERIODICALS 
30 jours d'Europe. 
Avrupa. 
Background Report. 
Berichte und Informationen. 
Bulletin of the European Communities. 
COM Documents. 
COM Documents. 
COM Documents: Monthly catalogue. 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament. 
Communauté européenne: Lettre d'information du Bureau de 
Genève. 
Communauté Européenne Informations. 
Comunidad europea. 
Comunidades Europeias: Informação. 
Comunità europee. 
Debates of the European Parliament. 
Dokumente und Publikationen. 
Echos de l'Europe. 







Europa­Informationen für die Jugendpresse. 





Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe". 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
Informations de l'Eurostat. 
Informazioni. 
Informazioni documenti. 
Informazioni rassegna periodica. 
Officiai Journal of the European Communities, series C: Information 
and Notices. 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: Legislation. 
Points de repère: supplément à 30 jours d'Europe. 
Press Release. 
Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα. 
European union 120 European integration 
- Enlargement 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliography on Community relations with the Mediterranean 
countries 603 
23 European Union - Annual reports for 1982 - 24pp.: 25cm: 
stapled: 70g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 82/7 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:83-23. DE:83-24. FR:83 - 25. GR:83 - 24. IT:83-25. NL;83 - 23 
CB-NF-82-007-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3512-6: ECU 2, BFR 90, 
IRL 1.40, UKL 1.20, USD 2. 
24 Problems of enlargement - Taking stock and proposals -
20pp.: 25cm: stapled: 65g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European 
Communities : Supplement: 82/8 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DA:83-25. DE:83-23. FR:83 - 23. GR:83 - 23. IT:83 - 23. NL:83 - 25 
CB-NF-82-008-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3495-2: ECU 1, BFR 45, 
IRL 0.70, UKL 0.60, USD 1. 
25 Le système monétaire européen - Origines, fonctionnement 
et perspectives - van Ypersele, J.: Koeune, J.-C. - 129p.: 25cm: 
broché: 250g: (FR) [Perspectives européennes - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
CB-36-82-435-FR-C ISBN 92-825-3469-3: ECU 4,55, 
BFR 200. 
130 Institution matters 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Economie and Social Committee: Annual Report: 1982 6 
26 European Investment Bank: 25 years (1958-1983) -
European Investment Bank - 116pp.: 30cm: softcover: 450g: (EN) 
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Characterization of low and medium level radioactive waste 
forms 298 
Characterization of the pressure wave originating in the 
explosion of an extended heavy gas cloud: critical analysis of 
the treatment of its propagation in air and interaction with 
obstacles 300 
116 Collaborative study on the methodology for specific 
migration studies - Karcher, W.: Haesen, G.: Le Goff, B. -
microfiche 24x, 90pp : (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8286 
CD-NO-83-020-EN-A : BFR 120. 
117 Critical study of measurement methods for fluoride 
emissions to the atmosphere used in the main fluoride 
emitting industries - Macken, K.: Reilly, M. - microfiche 24x, 
77pp.: {EN} [Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8408 
CD-N0-83-004-EN-A : BFR 120. 
Criticality safety hazards arising from the transport of fissile 
materiels - Final report 310 
Dekontamination von Komponenten stillgelegter 
Kernkraftwerke für die freie Beseitigung 311 
118 Detection of sugar-beet diseases using remote sensing 
techniques - Reichert, P.: Hildebrandt, G. - 256pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 500g: (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8678 
CD-NO-83-025-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3959-8: ECU 15,28, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.10, UKL 8.70, USD 13. 
119 Energy from municipal waste: 1980 /1981 Summary 
Report - Commission of the European Communities - 142pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 375g: (EN) 
FR:83- 140 
CB-36-82-104-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3249-6: ECU 10 ,01 , 
BFR 450, IRL 6.90, UKL 6.20, USD 9.50. 
120 Etude d'une éventuelle participation da la CE. à la 
conception et à la mise au point de navires dépollueurs sur 
lesquels pourraient être adaptés las équipements requis pour 
un traitement efficace des hydrocarbures - Vidilles, Jacques: 
Gros, Jacques - microfiche 24x, 289p.: (FR) [Environnement et 
qualité de la vie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 8417 
CD-NO-83-013-FR-A : BFR 360. 
121 The European Community's environmental policy: second 
edition - 44pp.: 23cm: softcover: 90g: (EN) [European 
documentation: 84/1 - Commission of the European Communities] 
D A : 8 3 - 1 2 1 . DE:83 -140 . FR:83-129. IT :83 -129 . NL:83 -128 
CB-NC-84-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4040-5: free of charge. 
122 Evaluation comparative das procédures en vigueur ou en 
préparation dans les Etats membres pour l'homologation et la 
normalisation des produits et équipements prévus pour lutter 
contre la pollution accidentelle par les hydrocarbures - Bellier, 
P. - microfiche 24x, 130p.: (FR) [Environnement et qualité de la vie 
- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8416 
CD-NO-83-012-FR-A : BFR 240. 
Expérience de référence (Benchmark) pour la qualification des 
méthodes de calcul du blindage gamma sur las emballages 
pour combustible irradié en provenance des centrales à eau 
légère 320 
123 Feasibility study of computer processing of relevant data 
on tankers and on man-made structures under the 
jurisdiction of Member states liable to pollute the 
Community's waters or coasts with a view to the immediate 
use of these data if necessary - Wardley-Smith, J. - microfiche 
24x, 58pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8409 
CD-N0-83-OO5-EN-A : BFR 120. 
124 Feasibility study on the development of a unified and 
comprehensive system for the collection and processing of 
data on oil pollution on the coasts of Member states -
O'Sullivan, A.J.: Dixon, R. - microfiche 24x, 126pp.: (EN) 
[Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8412 
CD-NO-83-008-EN-A : BFR 240. 
125 Harmonization of methods for measurements of S 0 2 -
Muylle, E.P.: Peperstraete, H.J.: Directorate-General Environment, 
Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety - v, 22pp., 11 fig. and 
9tab.: 30cm: stapled: 80g: (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8052 
CD-NO-82-024-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3193-7: ECU 3,34, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.30, UKL 1.90, USD 3.50. 
28 
126 Impact socio-économique de la marée noire provenant de 
l'Amoco Cadiz ­ Bonieux, F.: Dauce, P.: Rainelli. P. ­ microfiche 
24x, 162p.: (FR) [Environnement et qualité de la vie ­ Direction 
générale Marche de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 8418 
CD­NO­83­014­FR­A : BFR 240. 
127 Information system for demonstration purposes on tankers 
their compliance with international conventions and oil spills 
pertaining to their operation phase I ­ microfiche 24x, 72pp.: 
(EN) [Environment and quality of life ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8411 
CD­NO­83­007­EN­A : BFR 120. 
An integral experiment relation to calibration and 
interpretation of plutonium solid waste measurements at 
Counteay Nuclear Power Development Establishment 332 
128 An inventory of hydrocarbon spillages in representative 
areas of the marine environment of Member states ­
Wardley­Smith, J.: Dixon, T.R. ­ microfiche 24x, 67pp.: (EN} 
[Environment and quality of life ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8413 
CD­NO­83­009­EN­A : BFR 120. 
Misure di radioattività ambientale. Ispra 1980 344 
129 Möglichkeiten zur Verringerung der Stickoxidemissionen 
von europäischen Personenkraftwagen ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 
19 IS.: (DE) [Umweltschutz und Lebensqualität ­ Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8407 
CD­N0­83­0O3­DE­A : BFR 240. 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.4 222 
Operational quantities for use in external radiation protection 
measurements - An investigation of concepts and 
principles 347 
130 Results of environmental radioactivity measurements in 
the Member States of the Europeen Community for air -
deposition - water - milk ­ 1981 ­ Directorate­General 
Employment. Social Affairs and Education: Directorate Health and 
Safety ­ 287pp., many tables and graphs: 30cm: softcover: 820g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) [Radioprotection: 28 ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8308 
DA:83­130. DE:83­128. FR:83 ­ 130. IT:83­131. NL.83­130 
CD­NP­83­003­6A­C ISBN 92­825­3841­9: ECU 17,55. 
BFR 800, IRL 13.00, UKL 10.00, USD 16.00. 
131 Ring-test programme 1981-82 - Assessment of 
biodegradability of chemicals in water by manometric 
respirometry ­ Painter, H.A.: King, E.F.: Directorate­General 
Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety ­ 28pp.: 
30cm: stapled: 120g: (EN) [Environment and quality of life ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8631 
CD­NO­83­022­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3864­8: ECU 3,29, 
BFR 150. IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
132 Scope and concept of compensable damage caused by 
marina oil pollution with special reference to environmental 
damage ­ Birnie, P.W.: Brown, E.D.: Bruce, M.... ­ microfiche 24x, 
116pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 80OO 
CD­NO­83­OOl­EN­A : BFR 240. 
133 Second conference on the scientific bases for 
environmental regulatory actions 'Health - Environment' ­
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development ­ x, 338p.: 
25cm: softcover: 720g: (ΕΝ/FR) [Environment and quality of life ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7952 
FR:83­ 119 
CD­NO­83­018­2A­C ISBN 92­825­3633­5: ECU 2 1,29, 
BFR 950, IRL 15.20, UKL 13.20, USD 20. 
134 Study of the amendments and improvements which may 
have to be made to the legal rules on insurance against the 
risks of accidental pollution from hydrocarbons ­ Birnie, P.W.: 
Brown, E.D.: Kennet, Lady... ­ microfiche 24x, 162pp.: (EN) 
[Environment and quality of life ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8419 
CD­NO­83­015­EN­A : BFR 240. 
135 Study of the availability of an information system on 
infringements of pollution laws by the tankers in the 
territorial waters ­ microfiche 24x, 186pp.: (EN) [Environment 
and quality of life ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8410 
CD­NO­83­006­EN­A : BFR 240. 
136 Sulphur dioxide mass flow in the Ghent industrial area 
measured at the 5th CEC campaign on remote sensing ­
microfiche 24x, 60pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7788 
CD­NO­82­026­EN­A : BFR 120. 
137 Survey on the feasibility of a data processing system on 
means of fighting offshore hydrocarbon pollution ­ Victor, Paul 
Emile ­ microfiche 24x, 64pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life 
­ Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8414 
CD­NO­83­010­EN­A : BFR 120. 
138 System analysis for a computer programme to assess 
automobile emissions and energy consumption within the EEC 
­ Jost, P.: Hassel, D.: Brosthaus, J.: TUV Rheinland: Institut für 
Energietechnik, Köln: Department for Traffic and Transport 
Technology ­ vi, 132pp., 32fig., 17tab.; 30cm: softcover: 380g: 
(EN) [Environment and quality of life ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8688 
CD­NO­83­024­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3916­4: ECU 8,80, 
BFR 400 , IRL 6.30, UKL 5.10, USD 8. 
Testing and evaluation of solidified high-level waste forms 
365 
139 Traitement informatisé des données existantes ou à 
recueillir sur les moyens de lutte contre la pollution de la mer 
par les hydrocarbures en vue de l'utilisation immédiate de ces 
informations en cas de pollution accidentelle (1 ° part.) ­
Desphieux, Michel: Verrier, Thierry ­ microfiche 24x, 172p.: (FR) 
[Environnement et qualité de la vie ­ Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8415 
CD­NO­83­011­FR­A : BFR 240. 
140 Die Umwelteinwirkungen durch Gewinnung, 
Weitervererbeitung und Verbrauch von Kohle in der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschtand ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 168S.: (DE) 
[Umweltschutz und Lebensqualität ­ Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8406 
CD­N0­83­002­DE­A : BFR 240. 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliography on Community legislation relating to the 
Eliminetion of technical barriers to trade in industrial 
products 602 
Bibliography on the removal of technical barriers to trade in 
foodstuffs 605 
Consumer prices in the EC: 1980 488 
141 Consumer representation in the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities - 40pp.: 23cm: stapled: 
80g: Manuscript completed in June 1982 (EN) 
DA:83-141. DE:83-144. FR:83 - 144. GR:83-141. IT:83 - 141. 
NL:83- 144 
CB-35-82-934-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3200-3: ECU 4,44, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.10, UKL 2.50, USD 4.50. 
142 Reports of the Scientific Committee for Food: fourteenth 
series - Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial Affairs -
iv, 61pp.: 30cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) [Food-science and 
techniques - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8752 
CD-NR-83-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3893-1: ECU 4,40, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.60, USD 4. 
143 Reports of the Scientific Committee on Cosmetology: 
second series - Directorate-General Environment, Consumer 
Protection and Nuclear Safety - vii, 27pp.: 30cm: stapled: 120g: 
(EN) [Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8634 
DA:83-142. DE:83-142. FR:83-141. IT:83-142. NL:83-143 
CD-N0-83-021-EN-C ISSN 92-825-3824-9: ECU 3,29, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
144 Reports of the Scientific Committee on Cosmetology: (third 
series) - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation - vi, 
15pp.: 30cm: stapled: 85g: (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8794 
DA:83-143. DE:83-141. FR:83-142. IT:83-143. NL:83 - 142 
CD-N0-83-026-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3983-0: ECU 3,28, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
147 AMOS solar cells on polycrystalline gallium arsenide - Mac 
Evoy, A.J.: Wrison, G.T. - microfiche 24x, 45pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8199 
CD-ND-83-113-EN-A : BFR 120. 
148 Application des modèles EXPLOR et EDM - Prévisions et 
études de cas sur la période 1975-1990 - "Études de cas 
multinationales à moyen terme" - Rouland, O. - microfiche 24x, 
32p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marche de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7778 
CD-ND-83-003-FR-A : BFR 120. 
149 Benchmark calculation programme concerning typical 
LMFBR structures - Donea, J.: Ferrari, G.: Grossette, J.C.... -
microfiche 24x, 15pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8013 
CD-ND-83-006-EN-A : BFR 120. 
150 Biomet haniza t ion plant in Baillonville - Lemal, B.: Binet, B.: 
International Association for Rural Development, Brussels - iv, 
35pp.: 30cm: stapled: 150g: (EN) [Energy- Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8457 
FR:83-213 
CD-ND-83-106-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3865-6: ECU 3,29, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
151 Candidate technologies to relieve the Europeen energy 
system - Droste, F.P.M. - microfiche 24x, 100pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8322 
CD-ND-83-082-EN-A : BFR 240. 
152 Candidata technologies to relieve the European energy 
system: France - Kracht, G.: Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique, 
Paris - iv, 53pp.: 30cm: softcover: 190g: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-Genera! Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8635 
CD-ND-83-115-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3874-5: ECU 4,40, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.60, USD 4. 
153 Caractéristiques principales des habitations sociales 
permettent de réduire le consommation d'énergie pour le 
chauffage - Heikhaus, H.H.: Låret, L. - microfiche 24x, 279p.: (FR) 
[Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8370 
CD-ND-83-110-FR-A : BFR 360. 
16 Scientific and technical research 
154 Case study - Candidate technologies to relieve the 
European energy system - Ireland - Killen, L. - microfiche 24x, 
53pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8035 
CD-ND-83-088-EN-A : BFR 120. 
1610 Energy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
145 Amélioration des performances de la pile soleire au silicium 
de grand diamètre - Diguet, D. - microfiche 24x, 50p.: (FR) 
[Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8145 
CD-ND-83-052-FR-A : BFR 120. 
146 Amorphous silicon soler cells - Sussmann, R.S. - microfiche 
24x, 62pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8303 
CD-ND-83-098-EN-A : BFR 120. 
1 55 CEC modelling group - La Fontaine, R. - microfiche 24x, 
113pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8163 
CD-ND-83-026-EN-A : BFR 240. 
156 Classification of crystal defects in diamond type material: 
Part II: Intrinsic defects (cont'd) - Sirtl, E.: Spindler, 0. -
microfiche 24x, 64pp.; (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8158 
CD-ND-83-043-EN-A : BFR 120. 
157 C02 based ventilation in buildings. Condensed version -
Thellier, Fl.: Grossin, R. - microfiche 24x, 109pp.: (EN) [Energy-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8461 
CD-ND-83-108-EN-A : BFR 240. 
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158 The community's energy R & D programme - Energy 
conservation - Proceedings of a contractors meeting on 
advanced batteries and fuel cells 20-21 April 82 ­ microfiche 
24x, 166pp.: (EN) [Energy­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8078 
CD­ND­83­115­EN­A : BFR 240. 
159 Comparison of collector performances measured in a solar 
simulator ­ Hettinger, H. ­ microfiche 24x, 16pp.: (EN) [Energy­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8347 
CD­ND­83­086­EN­A : BFR 120. 
160 Comprehensive investigations of oxidation processes for 
silicon MIS solar cells ­ Kipperman, A.H.M. ­ microfiche 24x, 
33pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8148 
CD­ND­83­023­EN­A : BFR 120. 
161 Conception, analyse du système, réalisation et 
expérimentation d'un générateur photovoltaîque autonome 
de 5 kW au refuge des Evettes ­ Hubert, B. ­ microfiche 24x, 
50p.; 1 plan: (FR) [Energie ­ Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8204 
CD­ND­83­072­FR­A : BFR 240. 
162 Conditionnement de puissance dans une centrale 
photovoltaîque à concentration de 1 kW ­ Jatade, J.: Marpinard, 
J.C.: Valentin, M. ­ microfiche 24x, 130p.: (FR) [Energie­ Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 8209 
CD­ND­83­075­FR­A : BFR 240. 
163 A critical assessment of the *irst results of the EFOM 12 
mode ­Love, P.: Jadot, P. ­ microfiche 24x, 146pp.: (EN) [Energy­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8292 
CD­ND­83­094­EN­A : BFR 240. 
164 Démonstration d'une centrale photovoltaîque de 5 kW et 
de son application à l'habitat ­ Bellugue, J.: Naaijer, G.J. ­
microfiche 24x, 46p.: (FR) [Energie ­ Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8152 
CD­ND­83­056­FR­A : BFR 120. 
165 Deposition of polycrystalline silicon layers from the melt on 
conductive substrates ­ Belouet, C. ­ microfiche 24x, 86p.: (FR) 
[Energie ­ Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8305 
CD­ND­83­095­FR­A : BFR 120. 
166 The development and installation of a 2kW photovoltaic 
array at Poynton. nr. Manchester ­ Whale, Α.V. ­ microfiche 
24x, 30pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8150 
CD­ND­82­147­EN­A : BFR 120, 
167 Development hypotheses in the countries of the European 
Community and energy consumption in Italy in the medium 
term ­ Merzagora, M. ­ microfiche 24x, 90pp.: (EN) [Energy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8363 
CD­ND­83­0B4­EN­A : BFR 120. 
168 Development of a 1 PKW photovoltaic concentrator 
system with silicon cells ­ Pizzini, S. ­ microfiche 24x, 43pp.: 
(EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8200 
CD­ND­83­070­EN­A : BFR 120. 
169 Development of an electrolytic cell for the anodic oxidation 
of sulphur dioxide and cathodic production of hydrogen for 
the sulphuric acid hybrid cycle ­ Stuck, B.D.: Neumeister, Η.: 
Dujka, Β.... ­ microfiche 24χ, 84pp.: (EN) [Energy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8300 
CD­ND­83­101­EN­A : BFR 120. 
170 Development of bainitic nodular iron for the construction 
of speed goers for the car industry ­ Corso, S. ­ 28pp.: 30cm: 
stapled: 100g: (EN/IT) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8639 
IT:83­253 
CD­ND­83­118­2F­C ISBN 92­825­391 7­2: ECU 3,30, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
171 Development of low cost cadmium sulphide sintered 
ceramic ribbon solar cells for terrestrial applications ­ Barber, 
V.: Gray, D.R. ­ microfiche 24x, 78pp.: (EN) [Energy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8202 
CD­ND­83­071­EN­A : BFR 120. 
172 Documentation for the QMC generic LP modelling systems 
­ Slee, P.V.: Williams, P.C. ­ microfiche 24x, 1 77pp.: (EN) [Energy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8034 
CD­ND­83­011­EN­A : BFR 240. 
173 Durchführbarkeitsstudie für ein photovoltaisches 
Solarkraftwerk mittlerer Leistung (500 kW 1 MW) mit 
Speicherkapazität ­ Muehle, H.: Schmidt, E.: Glatzel, F.... ­
Mikrofiche 24x, 116S.: (DE) [Energie ­ Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8147 
CD­ND­83­054­DE­A : BFR 240. 
174 EFOM - 12c case studies - candidate technologies to 
relieve the European energy system ­ Fenhann. J. ­ microfiche 
24x, 21pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8319 
CD­ND­83­102­EN­A : BFR 120. 
175 EFOM 12c case studies. Candidate technologies to relieve 
the European energy system ­ Daffe, Α.: Guilmot, J.F. ­
microfiche 24x, 169pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8120 
CD­ND­83­018­EN­A : BFR 240. 
1 76 EFOM case studies ­ The escalating supply rationing 
(Germany) ­ Hbuer, W.: Leimkühler, K.: Pierotti, F. ­ microfiche 
24x, 115pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8050 
CD­ND­83­015­EN­A : BFR 240. 
1 77 Energy flow optimization model Ireland ­ Killen, L. ­
microfiche 24x, 72pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7713 
CD­ND­83­045­EN­A : BFR 120. 
1 78 Energy models for Denmark - EXPLOR EDM ­ Morthorst, P.E. 
­ microfiche 24x, 23pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8051 
CD­ND­83­01 7­EN­A : BFR 120. 
1 79 Energy models for Denmark MEDEE 3 - application of the 
long term energy demand model to Denmark ­ Mackenzie, G.A. 
­ microfiche 24x, 166pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8036 
CD­ND­83­012­EN­A : BFR 240. 
31 
180 Entwicklung einer COSE - Dünnschichtsolarzelle - Rickus, 
E.: Bonnet, D. - Mikrofiche 24x, 83S.: (DE) [Energie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8146 
CD-ND-83-053-DE-A : BFR 120. 
181 Entwicklung von autarken Solarkühlanlagen mit 
konzentrierenden Kollektoren - Mikrofiche 24x, 38S.: (DE) 
[Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8165 
CD-ND-83-062-DE-A : BFR 120. 
182 Entwicklung von einkristallinen CDTE -Solarzellen für 
terrestrische Anwendung - Phase IL Teil i und Schlußbericht -
Jaeger, H. - Mikrofiche 24x, 167S.: (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8155 
CD-ND-83-042-DE-A : BFR 240. 
183 Erstellung und Test von Experimentieranlagen mit 
Solarzellen und konzentrierenden Kollektoren - Pfeiffer, H. -
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Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
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CD­ND­83­025­EN­A : BFR 240. 
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Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
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CD­ND­83­069­EN­A : BFR 120. 
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69pp.: (EN) [Energy ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8211 
CD­ND­83­077­EN­A : BFR 120. 
265 Untersuchung der Wesserstoffspeicherung mit 
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Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
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Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
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CD­ND­83­021­EN­A : BFR 120. 
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Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
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381 Amélioration des méthodes de tri des aciers sur parc et sur 
banc - Cavalier, G.: Wanin, M. - microfiche 24x, 128p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique acier - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7962 
CD-NC-83-017-FR-A : BFR 240. 
42 
382 Application de la spectrometry« à torche à plasma inductif à 
l'industrie sidérurgique - atlas de raies spectrales ­ Wittmann, 
A. ­ microfiche 24x, 91p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7903 
CD­NC­83­011­FR­A : BFR 120. 
383 Application of inductive plasma torch spectrometry in the 
iron and steel industry ­ Wittman, A. ­ microfiche 24x, 37p.: 
(ΕΝ/FR) [Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7957 
FR:83­382 
CD­NC­83­034­2A­A : BFR 120. 
384 Automation of oxygen steel plants ­ Thill­Barthel: Reimen ­
microfiche 24x, 110pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6437 
CD­NC­83­033­EN­A : 8FR 240. 
385 Basic properties of grain oriented electro-technical steel -
stress and temperature ­ Eadie, G.C. ­ microfiche 24x, 276pp.: 
(EN) [Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 6647/III 
CD­NC­80­C78­EN­A ; BFR 360. 
386 Basic properties of grain oriented electron-technical steel -
flux distribution and wave forms ­ Eadie, G.C. ­ microfiche 24x, 
205pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6647/II 
CD­NC­80­B78­EN­A : BFR 360. 
387 Beeinflussung von interkristalliner Sprödigkeit, 
interkristalliner Korrosion und Gefügeausbildung durch die 
Segregetion von Fremdatom an Korngrenzen ­ Erhart, H.; 
Grabke, H.J.: Hartweck, W.... ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 63S.: (DE) 
[Technische Forschung Stahl ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt 
und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7818 
CD­NC­83­008­DE­A : BFR 120. 
388 Buckling of section beams in high strength steel ­ Bernard, 
A. ­ microfiche 24x, 40pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7899 
CD­NC­83­010­EN­A : BFR 120. 
389 Cavitation and fracture in creep resisting steels ­ Needham, 
N.G. ­ microfiche 24x, 99pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8121 
CD­NC­83­027­EN­A : BFR 120. 
390 Characteristics of charges in large blast furnaces ­ Capriulo, 
R.: Marino, S.: Barnaba, P. ­ microfiche 24x, 1 13pp.: (EN) 
[Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7963 
CD­NC­83­018­EN­A : BFR 240. 
Cheracteristics of charges in large blast furnaces 390 
391 Comportement de la resistance mécanique des aciers aux 
températures élevées ­ microfiche 24x, 429pp.: (FR) [Recherche 
technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 6912 
CD­NC­83­016­FR­A : BFR 600. 
392 Comportement en fatigue d'aciers a haute limite 
d'élasticité ­ Maillard­Salin, C: Lieurade, H.P. ­ microfiche 24x, 
88p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8060 
CD­NC­83­021­FR­A ; BFR 120. 
393 Control of colliery operation ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Further development of the minos conveyor monitoring and 
control system ­ microfiche 24x, 208pp.: (EN) EUR 8338/1 
CD­NB­82­A35­EN­A : BFR 360. 
394 Control of colliery operation ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation; 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: Environmental monitoring ­ microfiche 24x, 117pp.: (EN) 
EUR 8338/II 
CD NB­82­B35­EN­A : BFR 240. 
395 Control of colliery operation ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lll: Improvement of transfer points ­ microfiche 24x, 30pp.: (EN) 
EUR 8338/III 
CD­NB­82­C35­EN­A : BFR 120. 
396 Control of colliery operation ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV: Development of radio highway system ­ microfiche 24x, 
43pp.: (EN) EUR 8338/IV 
CD­NB­82­D35­EN­A : BFR 120. 
397 Control of colliery operation ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.V: Production information system ­ microfiche 24x, 59pp.: (EN) 
EUR 8338/V 
CD­NB­82­E35­EN­A : BFR 120. 
398 Deformation plastique dans le domaine mixte Gamma et 
pour divers aciers de masse ­ Joncheray, T. ­ microfiche 24x, 
100p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8062 
CD­NC­83­023­FR­A : BFR 240. 
399 Detection of defects in sections and hot semi-products ­
Boniver, H.: Pirlet, R. ­ microfiche 24x, 56pp.: (EN) [Technical steel 
research ­ Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6708 
CD­NC­83­028­EN­A : BFR 120. 
400 Determination of the optimal properties of refractories es 
a function of their service conditions ­ Mairy, B.: Pirlet, J. ­
microfiche 24x, 110pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7293 
CD­NC­83­020­EN­A : BFR 240. 
401 Direktreduktions-Großversuch Porto Alegre/Brasilien 
Boud / Saar ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 196S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung 
Stahl ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7888 
CD­NC­83­019­DE­A : BFR 240. 
402 Drawability of sheet material ­ Marique, C : D'Aeyer, R.: 
Gouzou, J.... ­ microfiche 24x, 121pp.: (EN) [Technical steel 
research ­ Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6653 
CD­NC­83­026­EN­A : BFR 240. 
403 Einsatz von Braunkohlenkoks als Adsorptionsmittel ­
Mikrofiche 24x, 66S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle ­
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8335 
CD­NB­82­032­DE­A : BFR 120. 
43 
404 Essai au haut fourneau de cokes produits dans des fours 
classiques à partir de mélanges contenant un certain 
pourcentage de charbons NN cokéfiables ­ microfiche 24x, 
140p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7981 
CD­NC­83­012­FR­A : BFR 240. 
405 Étude à l'aida d'un ordinateur du refroidissement d'un haut 
fourneau équipé de plaques de refroidissement ­ microfiche 
24x, 127p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7898 
CD­NC­83­009­FR­A : BFR 240. 
406 Étude comparative des règles de calcul à la fatigue des 
structures soudées ­ microfiche 24x, 61p.: (FR) [Recherche 
technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7757 
CD­NC­83­007­FR­A : BFR 120. 
407 Etudes pratiques sur les scories LD utilisées en technique 
routière ­ Bonnot, J.: Panis, Α.: Andrieux, P.... ­ microfiche 24x, 
216p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7909 
CD­NC­83­025­FR­A : BFR 360. 
408 Evaluation of COST Project 11 (1 972-77) and Project 
11 bis (1980-83) on 'teleinformetics' ­ Encarnação, J. (D): 
Danthine, A. (B): de Robien, E. (F): Pellegrini, U. (I): Purser, M, 
(IRL): Sermet, A. (CH): Zetterberg, L.­H. (S)­ 71pp.: 25cm; stapled: 
150g: (EN) [Science and technology policy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation; Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8517 
FR:83­409 
CD­NW­83­004­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3967­9: ECU 5,48, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.10, USD 5. 
409 The evaluation of the Community programme on 
forecasting and assessment in the field of science and 
technology FAST (1978-83) ­Ashworth, J.: Businaro, U.L.: 
Fontela, E.... ­ xiv, 102pp.: 25cm: stapled: 230g: Research 
Evaluation Report No 6 (EN) [Science and technology policy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8274 
FR:83­410 
CD­NW­82­012­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3417­0: ECU 7,69, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.40, UKL 4.50. 
410 Improving the properties of wire by suppressing the 
recalescence on a Stelmor conveyor ­ Lambert, N.: Wilmotte, 
S.: Economopoulos, M. ­ microfiche 24x, 70pp.: (EN) [Technical 
steel research ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6431 
CD­NC­83­029­EN­A : BFR 120. 
4 11 Korrosion feuerverzinkter Stehlrohre ­ Druse, CL. ­
Mikrofiche 24x, 166S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Stahl ­
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7742 
CD­NC­83­005­DE­A : BFR 240. 
4 12 Meerwasserkorrosion ­ Einfluß von Legierungselementen 
auf das Korrosionsverhalten niedriglegierter Stähle in 
Meeresumgebung ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 28S.: (DE) [Technische 
Forschung Stahl ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und 
Innovation; Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7721 
CD­NC­83­003­DE­A : BFR 120. 
414 Mesure continue de l'épaisseur des revêtements sur les 
tôles ­ Lebailly, J.: Pirlet, R. ­ microfiche 24x, 51p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8122 
CD­NC­83­031­FR­A : BFR 120. 
Mesure continue de l'épaisseur des revêtements sur les 
tôles 414 
415 Metallurgical control of a slab continuous casting machine ­
Etienne, A. ­ microfiche 24x, 64pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7405 
CD­NC­83­032­EN­A : BFR 120. 
416 Métallurgie et propriétés mécaniques du métal fondu en 
soudage sous flux ­ Devillers, L.: Riboud, P.V. ­ microfiche 24x, 
88p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier ­ Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7749 
CD­NC­83­004­FR­A : BFR 120. 
417 Mise au point de contrôles systématiques du régime 
thermique des batteries et de la cuisson du coke ­ microfiche 
24x, 32p.: (FR) [Recherche technique charbon ­ Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 8389 
CD­NB­83­001­FR­A : BFR 120. 
418 Non destructive testing of steels by small angle neutron 
scattering ­ lazzi. F.: La Malfa, U.: Pizzi, P.... ­ microfiche 24x, 
209pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation; Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7889 
CD­NC­83­024­EN­A : BFR 360. 
419 Un nouveau développement de fa politique scientifique 
européenne: 1 980-1990 ­ Direction générale Science, recherche 
et développement ­ xi, 741p.: 30cm: broché: 1 900g: Actes de la 
conférence tenue à Strasbourg, France, du 20 au 22 octobre 1980 
(FR) [Politique de la science et technologie ­ Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7121 
EN:82­456 
CD­NW­82­008­FR­C ISBN 92­825­31 12­0: ECU 37,7 1, 
BFR 1700. 
420 Renforcement des roches et du soutènement dans les 
voies d'ossatures et dans les voies de chantiers ­ Van Duyse, 
H.: Lessuisse, A [Recherche technique charbon ­ Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
n.l: Part l ­ microfiche 24x. 143p.: (FR) EUR 8339/I 
CD­NB­82­A36­FR­A : BFR 240. 
421 Renforcement des roches et du soutènement dans les 
voies d'ossatures et dans les voies de chantiers ­ Van Duyse, 
H.: Lessuisse, A. [Recherche technique charbon ­ Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
n.Il: Part II ­ microfiche 24x, 121p.: (FR) EUR 8339/II 
CD­NB­82­B36­FR­A : BFR 240. 
422 Round table meeting: Chemical and physical valorization of 
coal ­ iii. 1 50pp., num. ill., fig. and tabi.: 30cm: softcover: 4 80g: 
(DE/EN/FR) [Technical coal research ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8508 
DE.83­422. FR:83­427 
CD­NB­83­021­3A­C ISBN 92­825­3695­5: ECU 10,08. 
BFR 450. IRL 7.20. UKL 6.20, USD 9.50. 
413 Meßtechnologien zur Beurteilung des Gebirgsverhaltens ­
Wagener, B. ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 191S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung 
Kohle ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8341 
CD­NB­82­028­DE­A : BFR 240. 
423 Stehlbeusystem ­ EGKS-Versuchsstation Berlin ­ Haegen, 
M. ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 11 1S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Stahl­
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7960 
CD­NC­83­014­DE­A : BFR 240. 
44 
424 Study and development of a device for the detection of 
surface defects on steel strip in a skin pass rolling mill ­
microfiche 24x, 53pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 5994 
CD-NC-78-054-EN-A : BFR 120. 
425 Study of low cycle fatigue behaviour of steels at high 
temperature ­ Origoni, Α.: Mandorini, V. ­ microfiche 24x, 
110pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6497 
CD­NC­83­030­EN­A : BFR 240. 
426 Survey of steel piling performance in marine environments 
­ microfiche 24x, 45pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8492 
CD­NC­83­015­EN­A : BFR 120. 
427 Ten years of ECSC steel research ­ Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development ­ 94pp., num. ill. and graphs.: 
30cm: softcover: 300g: (EN) [Technical steel research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7904 
DE:B3­435. FR:83 ­ 402. IT:83­401 
CD­NB­82­002­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3108­2: ECU 13,31, 
BFR 600, IRL 9.20, UKL 7.60, USD 14. 
428 Theoretical end practical studies towards improved control 
of strata around mine roadways ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Part I­microfiche 24x, 162pp.: (EN) EUR 8337/I 
CD­NB­82­A30­EN­A : BFR 240. 
429 Theoretical and practica! studies towards improved control 
of strata around mine roadways ­ [Technical coal research ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: Part II ­ microfiche 24x, 1 53pp.: (EN) EUR 8337/II 
CD­NB­82­B30­EN­A : BFR 240. 
430 Untersuchungen über die kontinuierliche Messung des 
gelösten Sauerstoffs in Stahlschmelzen mit EMK-Sonde ­
Janke, D. ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 1 19S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung 
Stahl ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7819 
CD­NC­83­013­DE­A : BFR 240. 
431 Untersuchungen zum Einfluß des Reinheitsgrades und der 
Fertigungsbedingungen auf das Verhalten niedriglegierter 
Stähle bei schwingender Beanspruchung im Bereich der 
Zeitfestigkeit ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 206S.: (DE) [Technische 
Forschung Stahl ­ Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und 
Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7611 
CD­NC­83­001­DE­A : BFR 360. 
432 Untersuchungen zur Leistungssteigerung der seil- und 
eigenangetriebenen Einschienenhege- und zwengsgeführten 
Schienenflurbahnen durch Totgewichtsverringerung ­ Eubiller 
­ Mikrofiche 24x, 206S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle ­
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8342 
CD­NB­82­031­DE­A : BFR 360. 
433 Untersuchungen zur Warmversprödung in der 
wärmebeeinflußten Zone von Schweißverbindungen 
eustenitischer Stähle ­ Kanbach, H. ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 126S.: 
(DE) [Technische Forschung Stahl ­ Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 7636 
CD­NC­83­002­DE­C : BFR 240. 
434 Verbesserung der Förder- und Transporttechnik ­
Mikrofiche 24x, 200S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle ­
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8336 
CD­NB­82­029­DE­A ; 8FR 360. 
435 Wechselwirkungen zwischen Flotations- und 
Sedimentationsreagenzien ­ Het, W. ­ Mikrofiche 24x, 129S.: 
(DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle ­ Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8330 
CD­NB­82­034­DE­A : BFR 240. 
1660 Agricultural research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
436 African swine fever ­ Wilkinson, P.J.: Directorate­General 
Agriculture ­ vii, 333pp., 141 tab. and fig.: 23cm: softcover: 585g: 
(EN) [Agriculture ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8466 
CD­NK­83­004­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3693­9: ECU 20,1 7, 
BFR 900, IRL 14.50, UKL 12.50, USD 19. 
437 Comparative retail value of beef carcasses ­ Fisher, A.V.: 
Directorate­General Agriculture ­ v, 166pp., 124 tab. and fig.: 
23cm: softcover: 310g: (EN) [Agriculture­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8465 
CD­NK­83­003­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3694­7: ECU 1 1,20, 
BFR 500, IRL 8, UKL 6.90, USD 11. 
438 Electrical stimulation and hot boning: effects on meat 
quality attributes ­ Valin, C : Taylor, A.A.: Directorate­General 
Agriculture­ ii, 54p.: 23cm: stapled: 110g: (EN) [Agriculture ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8057 
CD­NK­83­002­EN C ISBN 92­825­3508­8: ECU 3,34, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.30, UKL 2.10, USD 3.50. 
439 Inventaire prospectif des besoins de l'agriculture 
hellénique avec référence spéciale à la recherche 
agronomique ­ Boyazoglu, J.: Faculté d'agriculture, Université 
Aristote, Thessalonique ­ v, 141p., 35 tabi.: 30cm: broché: 450g: 
(FR) [Agriculture ­ Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 8653 
CD­NK­83­007­FR­C ISBN 92­825­3869­9: ECU 8,78, 
BFR 400 , IRL 6.30. UKL 4.90, USD 8. 
440 Progress report of the CEC Biological and Integrated Pest 
Control Programme 1 979-1 981 ­ Cavalloro, R. ­ microfiche 24x, 
347pp.: (EN) [Agriculture­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8273 
CD­NK­83­008­EN­A : BFR 480. 
441 Soil erosion ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development ­ iv, 64pp.: 23cm: softcover: 1 15g: (EN) [Agriculture 
­ Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8427 
CD­NK­82­007­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3459­6: ECU 6,59, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.60, UKL 3.90, USD 6.50. 
442 Some diseases of emerging importance to Community 
trade ­ Walton, J.R.: White, E.G.: Hall, S.A.: Directorate­General 
Agriculture ­ v, 182pp., 28 fig. and 38 tab.: 23cm: softcover: 
340g: A scientific seminar in the EEC programme of coordination of 
research on communicable diseases held at Scarborough 1 and 2 
April 1982 (EN) [Agriculture ­ Directorate­General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8515 
CD­NK­83­005­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3696­3: ECU 12,33, 
BFR 550, IRL 8.80, UKL 7.60, USD 11.50. 
45 
Vicia faba research in Europe ­ Hebblethwaite. P.D.: 
University of Nottingham School of Agriculture, Sutton Bonmgton; 
Directorate­General Agriculture ­ iv, 87pp.: 30cm: stapled: 290g: A 
report prepared as part of the CEC programme of coordination of 
research on plant proteins (EN) [Agriculture ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8649 
CD­NK­83­006­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3863­X: ECU 5,49, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.00, UKL 3.10, USD 5.00. 
1670 Information management 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
444 Catalogue - EUR Documents- 1968-1979 ­xviii, 301pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 840g: (EN) [Information management ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7500 
CD­NU­81­002­6A­C ISBN 92­825­3631­9: ECU 20,88, 
BFR 950, IRL 14.50, UKL 11.50, USD 19.50. 
445 Euronet Diane user logfile: A user's structured view of the 
similarities and differences between the Euronet Diane hosts 
at the operating system and application system level ­
Cornelius, P. ­ v, 90pp.: 30cm: softcover: 270g: (EN) [Information 
management ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7878 
CD­NX­83­004­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3604­1: ECU 5,54, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.30, USD 5.50. 
International safeguards data management system 337 
446 Les obstacles à l'innovation dans les pays de la 
Communauté européenne ­ Piatier, A. ­ microfiche 24x, 349p.: 
(FR) [Gestion de l'information ­ Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7528 
CD­NU­82­006­FR­A : BFR 480. 
447 A proposed standards policy for the INSIS project ­ Forster, 
Α.: Forster, T.: Ross MacGregor, H. ­ microfiche 24x, 91pp.: (EN) 
[Information management ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7896 
CD­NU­82­008­EN­A : BFR 120. 
448 State of the art study on the standardization of level 4 ­
Lenzini, L.; Zeletin­Popescu, R.: Vissers, CA. ­ microfiche 24x, 
119pp.: (EN) [Information management ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7881 
CD­NU­83­002­EN­A : BFR 240. 
449 Trasferimento e sfruttamento delle conoscenze 
scientifiche e tecniche ­ Gibb, J.M. (Coordinatore del simposio): 
Nicolay, D. (Segretario) ­ viii, 295pag. num. graf. e ill.: 24cm: 
rilegato: 500g: Atti del simposio tenutosi in Lussemburgo dal 10 al 
12 giugno 198 1 (IT) [Gestione dell'informazione ­ Direzione 
generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 7716 
DE:82­504. EN:82 ­ 505. FR:82 ­ 505 
CD­33­81­271­IT­C ISBN 92­825­2839­1 : ECU 24,1 5, 
BFR 1000. 
450 Trends in the filing of patent applications in Germany. The 
Federal Republic of Germany between 1877 and 1980 ­ Slama, J. ­
microfiche 24x, 131pp.: (EN) [Information management ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7872 
CD­NU­82­007­EN­A : BFR 240. 
PERIODICALS 
Euronet Diane News. 
1 690 Miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
45 1 Advisory committees for the common science and 
technology policy ­ Directorate­General Science, Research and 
Development ­ iv, 3 10pp.: 30cm: softcover: 930g: 1983 edition 
(EN) [Science and technology policy ­ Directorate­General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6745 
CD­NW­82­01 1­EN­C ISBN 92­825­331 8­2: ECU 20,88. 
BFR 950, IRL 14.50, UKL 1 1.50, USD 19.50. 
452 Analyse et synthèse de certaines informations concernant 
les développements récents des systèmes de financement 
axes vers l'innovation industrielle dans la Communauté ­
Dournel, P.H.: Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes ­ viii, 
253p.: 30cm: broché: 700g: (FR) EUR 8819 
CD­NX­83­010­FR­C ISBN 92­825­4003­0: ECU 16,38, 
BFR 750, IRL 1 1.90, UKL 9.30, USD 14. 
Annual report 1 981 : Joint Research Centre Petten 
Establishment 281 
453 Caractéristiques du champ de pression engendré par une 
flamme accélérée en espace libre. Effets des accélérations de la 
flamme provoquées par des variations de la concentration en 
combustible, la présence d'obstacles et de confinements partiels ­
Leyer, J.C.: Direction générale Science, recherche et développement 
­215p. : 30cm: broché: 550g: (FR) EUR 8010 
CD­NX­82­004­FR­C ISBN 92­825­3338­7: ECU 13,19, 
BFR 600, IRL 9.20, UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
COST projects: Collected Agreements concluded within the 
framework of European Cooperation in the field of Scientific 
and Technical Research: n.l 52 
Euronot Diane user logfile: A user's structured view of the 
similarities and differences between the Euronet-Diane hosts 
at the operating system and application system level 445 
454 L'évaluation de la recherche et du développement: 
Méthodes pour l'évaluation des résultats des programmes R 
& D de la Communauté européenne ­ Boggio, G.: Gallimore, R.: 
Direction générale Science, recherche et développement ­ ¡v, 138p.: 
25cm: broché: 280g: Compte rendu de la conférence tenue à 
Bruxelles, les 25 et 26 janvier 1982 (FR) [Politique de la science et 
technologie ­ Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
Innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7897 
CD­NW­82­007­FR­C ISBN 92­825­3066­3: ECU 8,86, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.20, UKL 5, USD 9.50. 
455 La fiscalité et la stimulation de l'innovation industrielle 
dans la Communauté ­ Weckel, P., Université de Strasbourg III: 
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes ­ viii, 194p.: 30cm: 
broché: 550g: (FR) EUR 8820 
CD­NX­83­011­FR­C ISBN 92­825­3980­6: ECU 12,01, 
BFR 550, IRL 8.80, UKL 6.80, USD 11. 
Government financing of research and development 
1975-1982: 1982 272 
Homogeneity verification of powdered candidate reference 
materials: an approach by X-ray fluorescence for trace 
elements 327 
46 
456 Long-term options and forecasts for transport in Europe -
Summary report ­ Allport, R.: Gwilliam, K.: Directorate­General 
Science, Research and Development ­ viii, 62pp.: 30cm: stapled: 
225g: Series FAST No 8 (EN) [Science and technology policy ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8425 
CD­NW­83­001­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3590­8: ECU 4,45, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.10, UKL 2.80, USD 4.50. 
457 Mismatch between machine representations and humen 
concepts - Dangers and remedies ­ Kopec, D.: Michie, D.: 
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development ­ vi, 
171pp.: 30cm: softcover: 530g: Series FAST No 9 (EN) [Science 
and technology policy ­ Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8426 
CD­NW­83­002­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3591­6: ECU 11,12, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.70, UKL 6.80, USD 11 . 
The preparation and certification of a reference material for 
the anelysis of Mn in Mn carbonates ores (rhodochrosite) 
352 
458 Relations between technology, capital and labour ­
Diettrich, 0.: Morley, J.: Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate­General Science, Research and Development ­ viti, 
336pp., 8 fig., 16 tab.: 30cm: softcover: 900g: Proceedings of the 
first Community symposium in social sciences, held in 
Pont­à­Mousson, France­ 3­4 September 1981 (EN) EUR 8181 
CD­NX­83­O06­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3792­7: ECU 19,75, 
BFR 900, IRL 14.50, UKL 11.50, USD 18. 
459 Study of fiscal aspects of possible options of financial 
interventions in favour of innovative enterprises ­ Coopers & 
Lybrand Conseils, Paris: Directorate­General Information Market and 
Innovation ­ vi, 74pp.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: (EN) EUR 882 1 
CD­NX­83­012­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3938­5: ECU 5,46, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.10, USD 5. 
460 Technik und Gesellschaft III - Grenzen der Anpassung an 
die technische Entwicklung? ­ Lindner, R. GFS Karlsruhe: 
Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung ­ iv, 
93S,: 30cm; broschiert: 280g: (DE) EUR 8664 
CD­NX­83­009­DE­C ISBN 92­825­3918­0: ECU 5,50, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.20, USD 5. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro­Abstracts: Scientific and technical Publications and Patents: 
Section I and II. 
Euro­Abstracts, Section I ­ Euratom and EEC Research. Scientific 
and technical Publications and Patents. 
1982 ­82pp.: 23cm: softcover: 150g: (EN) 
DE:83­463. FR:83­465. IT:83 ­ 462. NL:83 ­ 462 
OY­36­82­354­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3390­5: free of charge. 
Information technology and the training of skilled workers in 
the service sector: Report on the evaluation of the literature 
and of interviews with experts 68 
New perspectives for women 69 
New perspectives in continuing education and training in the 
Europeen Community - Seminar report 70 
Reintegration of adults into the continuing vocational training 
system es e means of preventing unemployment: Belgium, 
France, Italy 73 
463 Teaching personnel in initial vocational training in France 
(Conditions of service, qualifications, training tracks) ­
Coqblin, Α.: Quincy, Α.: European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training­ 114pp.: 30cm: softcover: 420g: (EN) 
FR:83­467 
HY­37­83­570­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3802­8: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4. 
464 Teaching staff in Dutch vocational education ­ Schellekens, 
Hans M.C. (Dr): Pedagogisch Centrum Beroepsonderwijs 
Bedrijfsleven: European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training­ 76pp.: 30cm: softcover: 225g: (EN) 
FR:83­466. NL:83 ­ 463 
HY­37­83­530­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3806­0: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3. UKL 2.40, USD 4. 
465 Trainers and teachers in vocational training in the Federal 
Republic of Germany ­ Krais, Beate: Krebstakies, Marlies: 
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training ­
88pp.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: (EN) 
DE:83­461. FR:83 ­ 463 
HX­37­83­223­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3814­1 : ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKI 2.40, USD 4. 
Vekseluddannelse for unge: Handlingsprincipper 74 
17 Education and cultural policy 
466 The vocational trainer of young people in Ireland ­ Doyle, 
Sue Leigh: McGennis, Brenda: AnCO­The Industrial Training 
Authority: European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training­ 79pp.: 30cm: softcover: 232g: (EN) 
FR:83­462 
HY­37­83­594­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3809­5: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4. 
467 The vocational trainer of young people in the United 
Kingdom ­ Kelly, Michael J.: European Centre for the Development 
of Vocational Training ­ 76pp.: 30cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) 
FR:83­461 
HY­37­83­562­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3811­7: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4. 
Vocational training of young migrants in the Federal Republic 
of Germany 75 
1710 Education 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
468 Vocational training staff ín Denmark ­ Koefoed, Else: 
European Centre for th<î Development of Vocational Training ­
73pp.: 30cm: softcover: 220g: (EN) 
FR:83­468 
HY­37­83­554­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3804­4: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40. USD 4. 
461 European University Institute: Academic Year 1984-85 ­
European University Institute, Badia Fiesolana ­ Florence 
1983­60pp. : 21cm: softcover: 100g: (EN) 
DE:83­462. FR:83 ­ 464. IT:83­461. NL:83­461 
OY­37­83­950­EN­C : free of charge. 
462 European University Institute: Sixth report of Activities -
Academic year 1 981-82 ­ European University Institute, Badia 
Fiesolana ­ Florence 
PERIODICALS 
Europa­Informationen für die Jugendpresse. 
Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe", 
47 
1720 Culture 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
469 Stronger Community action in the cultural sector - 28pp.: 
25cm: stapled: 90g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 82/6 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:83-469. 0E:83-469. FR:83-469. GR:83 - 469. IT:83-469. 
NU83-469 
CB-NF-82-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3529-0: ECU 2, BFR 90, 
IRL 1.40, UKL 1.20, USD 2. 
1820 National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
474 Balance of payments methodology of the United Kingdom -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983- 157p.: 23cm: softcover: 250g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-486 
CA-35-82-481-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3419-7: ECU 10,98, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.60, UKL 6.40. USD 11. 
18 Statistics 
1810 General statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
470 Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [General statistics 
(grey cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
20, 1982-283pp. : 16cm: softcover: 210g: Reference period: 
1981 (EN) 
DA:83-472. DE:83-472. FR:83 - 472. GR:83-470. IT:83-472. 
NL:83-470 
CA-35-82-837-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3186-4: ECU 4,44, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.10, UKL 2.50, USD 4.50. 
471 Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [General statistics 
(grey cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
2 1 , 1983 -289pp.: 15cm: softcover: 200g: Reference period 
1982 (EN) 
DA:83-473. DE:83 - 473. FR:83 - 473. GR:83-471. IT:83 - 473. 
NL:83-471 
CA-37-83-263-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3975-X: ECU 5,46, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.10, USD 5. 
472 Eurostat Review 1972-1 981 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [General statistics (grey cover) -
Commission nf the European Communities] 
1983 - 238p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:83-470. DE:83-470. FR:83-471. IT:83-471. NL:83 - 472 
CA-35-82-974-3D-C ISBN 92-825-3704-8: ECU 13,29, 
BFR 600, IRL 9.60, UKL 7.50, USD 12.50. 
473 Yearbook of regional statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [General statistics (grey cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 -cxv, 257pp., 15 maps: 30cm: softcover: 1 OOOg: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-471. DE:83-471. FR:83 - 470. GR:83-472. IT:83 - 470. 
NL:83-473 
CA-35-82-966-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3316-6: ECU 21,97, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 . 
PERIODICALS 
Informations de I'Eurostat. 
475 Balances of payments - Geographical breakdown 
1 976-1980 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 141p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-475 
CA-33-82-021-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3344-1 : ECU 1 5,38, 
BFR 700, IRL 11, UKL 8.50. USD 15. 
476 Balances of payments - Global data 1970-1981 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1983 - 89p.: 30cm: softcover: 270g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-474 
CA-35-82-401-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3507-X: ECU 7,78, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.40, UKL 4.80, USD 7.50. 
477 Comparison in real values of the aggregates of ESA - 1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983 -41 7p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 080g: (EN/FR) 
DE:83-483. FR:83-476. IT:B3 - 477 
CA-35-82-764-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3403-0: ECU 22,41, 
BFR 1000, IRL 16, UKL 14, USD 2 1 . 
478 General government accounts and statistics 1971-1980 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983 -clxxii, 279p.: 30cm: softcover: 1180g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-486. DE:83 - 478. FR:83 - 477. IT:83 - 478. NL:83 - 484 
CA-35-82-853-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3375-1: ECU 26,37, 
BFR 1200, IRL 18.50. UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
479 National accounts ESA: Detailed tables by branch 
1 970-1 980 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 225p.: 30cm: softcover: 600g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-479. DE:83 - 484. FR:83-478. IT:83-479. NL:83 - 479 
CA-35-82-037-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3100-7: ECU 18.80, 
BFR 850, IRL 12.90, UKL 10.40, USD 18. 
480 National accounts ESA-Aggregates 1960-1981 -Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1983 - 135p.: 30cm: softcover: 360g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:83-483. DE:83 - 485. FR:83 - 479. IT:83-480. NL:83 - 483 
CA-35-82-683-3D-C ISBN 92-825-3360-3: ECU 8.79, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.10, UKL 4.90, USD 8.50. 
481 National accounts ESA - Detailed tables by branch 
1970-1 981 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 209p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-480. OE:83-487. FR:83-480. IT:83-481. NL:83-480 
CA-37-83-166-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3679-3: ECU 13,29, 
BFR 60O, IRL 9.50, UKL 7.80, USD 13. 
48 
482 National accounts ESA - Detailed tables by sector 
1 970-1 980 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 1 , 323p.: 30cm: softcover: 1000g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-481. DE:83-486. FR:83-481. IT:83-482. NU83-481 
CA-35-82-845-6A-C ISBN 92-825-331 7-4: ECU 21,97, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 . 
483 National accounts ESA - Detailed tables by sector 
1 970-1 981 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983-L, 343p.: 30cm: softcover: 1050g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-482. DE:83-477. FR:83 - 482. IT:83-483. NL:83-482 
CA-37-83-716-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3958-X: ECU 26,28, 
BFR 1200, IRL 19, UKL 14.90, USD 23. 
484 National accounts ESA - Input-output tables 1 9 7 5 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983 - xx, 243p.: 30cm: softcover: 970g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-483 
CA-35-82-675-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3293-3: ECU 16,48, 
BFR 750, IRL 11.50, UKL 9.10, USD 16. 
485 Regional accounts ESA: Detailed tables by branches -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983 - 173p.: 30cm: softcover: 500g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-484. DE:83 - 480. FR:83 - 484. IT:83 - 484. NL:83 - 485 
CA-35-82-893-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3312-3: ECU 10,99, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.60, UKL 6.10, USD 11. 
486 Regional statistics: The Community's financial participation 
in investments 1981 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [National accounts, finance and balance of payments 
(violet cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 85p.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-485. DE:83-481. FR:B3-487. IT:83 - 486 NL:83-486 
CA-35-82-861-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3620-3: ECU 6,72, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.80, UKL 4.20, USD 6.50. 
487 Studios of national accounts - No 1 : The treatment in the 
national accounts of goods and services for individual 
consumption produced, distributed or paid for by government 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983 - 43pp.: 30cm: softcover: 135g: (EN) 
FR:83-485 
CA-NH-82-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3867-2: ECU 3,34, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.30, UKL 2.10, USD 3.50. 
PERIODICALS 
Balances of payments: Quarterly data. 
1830 Population and social conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
488 Consumer prices in the EC - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1980- 189p.: 30cm: softcover: 500g: (EN/FR) 
DA:83-490. DE:83-495. FR:83-494. IT:83-493. NL:83-491 
CA-35-82-772-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3680-7: ECU 6,72, 
8FR 300, IRL 4.80, UKL 4.20, USD 6.50. 
489 Demographic statistics 1 981 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 205p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL/GR) 
DA:83-488. DE:83 - 492. FR:83 - 496. GR:83 - 488. IT:83 - 496. 
NL:83-490 
CA-35-82-756-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3420-0: ECU 1 7,57, 
BFR 800, IRL 12.50, UKL 10.50, USD 17. 
490 Earnings in agriculture 1 980 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 134p.: 30cm: softcover: 370g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-493. DE:83-496. FR:83 - 492. IT:83-494. NL:83-495 
CA-32-81-867-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3257-7: ECU 7,67, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.30, UKL 4.30, USD 7.50. 
491 Employment and unemployment - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983-251p. : 30cm: softcover: 700g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-489. DE:83-491. FR:83 - 490. IT:83-492. NL:83-496 
CA-36-82-047-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3394-8: ECU 1 5.38, 
BFR 700, IRL 11, UKL 8.90, USD 15. 
492 The handicapped and their employment: Statistical study 
of the situation in the Member States of the European 
Communities - Mangin, Guy: Statistical Office of the European 
Communities- 226pp.: 30cm: softcover: 620g: (EN) [Population 
and social conditions (yellow cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:83-490. FR:83 - 493. IT:83-491 
CA-35-82-982-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3095-7: ECU 6,67, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.60, UKL 3.70, USD 6.50. 
493 Labour costs 1 978 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.1: Principal results - 183p.: 30cm: softcover: 510g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-494. QE:83-488. FR:83 - 488. IT:83 - 488. NL:83-488 
CA-02-82-001-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2895-2: set: ECU 11,12, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.70, UKL 6.80, USD 11: Volumes I ± 2 
ISBN 92-825-3503-7: volume. 
494 Labour costs 1 978 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.2: Results by size classes and by regions - 26 1p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 710g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-495. DE:83 - 489. FR:83-489. IT:83 - 489. NL:83 - 489 
CA-02-82-002-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2895-2: set: ECU 11,12, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.70, UKL 6.80, USD 11: Volumes I ± 2 
ISBN 92-825-3504-5: volume. 
495 Labour force sample survey 1 981 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 133p.: 30cm: softcover: 420g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-491 
CA-36-82-071-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3956-3: ECU 5.48, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.10, USD 5. 
496 Seminar on the measurement of employment and 
unemployment (Luxembourg, 7-1 0 December 1 981 ) -
Statistical Office of the European Communities - 149pp.: 23cm: 
softcover: 260g: Eurostat news, special number (EN) 
DE:83-494. FR:83 - 495 
CA-35-82-990-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3260-7: free of charge. 
4 9 7 Ευρωπαϊκό Σύστημα Ολοκληρωμένης Στατιστικής της 
Κοινωνικής Προστασίας (ΕΞΞΚΟΠ) - [Πληθυσμός κα'ι κοινωνικές 
συνθήκες {κίτρινο εξώφυλλο) - 'Επιτροπή τών Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων] 
η.Ι: ΜεΟαόολιηία - 92σ.: 30cm: «¿ετο: 280g: (GR) 
DA:81­315. DE:81 ­ 315. EN:81­315. FR:81­318. IT:81 ­316. 
NL:81 ­314 




Hourly earnings: Hours of work. 
Unemployment: Monthly bulletin. 
Wages and incomes - Rapid information. 
1840 Industry and services 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
498 Annual investments in fixed assets In the industriai 
enterprises of the member countries of the European 
Communities 1975-1979 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) - Commission of 
the European Communities] 
1983 - 265p.: 30cm: softcover: 840g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:83-501. FR:83 - 506 
CA-35-82-013-3A-C ISBN 92-825-3501-0: ECU 8,85, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.20, UKL 5.30, USD 9. 
499 EC-ACP Trade: A statistical analysis 1970-1981 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 -xi i , 498p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 380g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-504 
CA-36-82-144-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3892-3: ECU 6,60, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.80, UKL 3.90, USD 6. 
500 EC raw materials balance sheets 1980 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1982 - 37p.: 30cm: stapled: 150g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:83-499. FR:83-501 
CA-35-82-877-3A-C ISBN 92-825-3258-5: ECU 7,67, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.30, UKL 4.30, USD 7.50. 
DE:83-505. FR:83-500. IT:83 - 501 
CA-37-83-231-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3816-8: ECU 26,58. 
BFR 1200, IRL 19.50, UKL 16. USD 25. 
506 Structure and activity of industry 1 978 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983: Main results - 264p.: 30cm: softcover: 740g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLJ 
DA:83-503. DE:83 - 506. FR:83 - 507. IT:83 - 506. NL:83 - 506 
CA-35-82-885-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3476-6: ECU 22,11, 
BFR 10O0, IRL 15.50, UKL 13.50, USD 22. 
507 Useful energy balance sheets 1 980 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 55p.: 30cm: stapled: 200g: Supplement to Energy 
statistics yearbook (EN/FR) 
FR:83-503 
CA-36-82-370-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3463-4: free of charge. 
PERIODICALS 
Coal: monthly bulletin. 
Electrical energy: monthly bulletin. 
Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) Hydrocarbons, c) 
Electrical energy. 
Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin. 
Industrial production: Miscellaneous sectors. 
Industrial short-term trends. 
Iron and steel: monthly bulletin. 
Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins. 
Iron and steel: quarterly bulletin. 
501 EC raw materials balance sheets 1981 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 -41p. : 30cm: stapled: 140g: (DE/EN/FR) 
OE:83-500. FR:83-502 
CA-37-83-974-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4020-0: ECU 6,55, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.80, UKL 3.80, USD 6. 
502 Energy statistics yearbook 1 981 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 -xxxiii, 171p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:83-503. FR:83-498. IT:83 - 499 
CA-36-82-176-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3502-9: ECU 21,96, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.50, UKL 13. USD 2 1 . 
503 Iron and steel yearbook 1 982 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983-xxxix, 134p., 12 ill.: 30cm: softcover: 480g: 
(DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:83-502. FR:83-499. IT:83 - 500 
CA-35-82-530-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3294-1 : ECU 21,97, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 . 
504 Operation of nuclear power stations - 1 9 8 2 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Industry and services (blue 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 168p.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-505 
CA-37-83-150-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3862-1: ECU 11, 
BFR 500, IRL 7.90, UKL 6.40, USD 10. 
505 Statistical yearbook of transport, communications, tourism 
1981 - Statistical Office of the European Communities [Industry and 
services (blue cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - cxliv, 174p.: 30cm: softcover: 970g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
1850 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
508 Agricultural price statistics 1970-1981 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1982 - xlvii, 338p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 030g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:83-508. FR:83-511. IT:83-512 
CA-35-82-780-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3377-8: ECU 13,19, 
BFR 600, IRL 9.20, UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
509 Agricultural price statistics 1971-1 982 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1982-xlvi i , 330p.: 30cm: softcover: 975g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:83-509. FR:83-512. IT:83 - 51 1 
CA-37-83-627-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3900-8: ECU 19,81, 
BFR 900, IRL 14.30, UKL 11.60, USD 18. 
510 Economic accounts - Agriculture, forestry - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
(green cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - xlv, 115p.: 30cm: softcover: 490g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-511. DE:83-512. FR:83-510. IT:83-510. NL:83-511 
CA-36-82-031-6A-C ISBN 92-825-3405-7: ECU 7.69, 
BFR 350. IRL 5.40, UKL 4.50, USD 7.50. 
511 Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1 978-1981 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries (green cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - xxx, 279p., nombr. ill.: 23cm: softcover: 550g: 
(DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:83-510. FR:83 - 508. IT:83 - 508 
CA-35-82-902-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3362-X: ECU 10,99. 
BFR 500, IRL 7.60, UKL 6.10. USD 1 1. 
50 
5 12 Yearbook of fishery statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 119p.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-510. DE:83-511. FR:83-509. GR:83 - 508. IT:83-509. 
NL:83-510 
CA-36-82-112-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3796-X: ECU 15,33, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.10, UKL 8.70, USD 14. 
PERIODICALS 
Agricultural Markets: Prices. 
Agricultural statistics: Crop and animal production. 
Animal production. 
Crop production. 
EC-agricultural price indices (Output and Input). 
1860 Foreign trade 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
513 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A-Z - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-527. DE:83-513. FR:83-516. GR:83 - 548. IT:83-514. 
NL:83-527 
CA-NC-82-A01-8A-A ISBN 92-825-3458-8: set: ECU 54,78, 
BFR 2500, IRL 38. UKL 3 1 , USD 52: Complete series. 
514 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01-?4: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils: foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - xxxvi, 429p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 1450g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-528. DE:83-514. FR:83-517. GR:83 - 549. IT:83-515. 
NL:83-528 
CA-NC-82-A01-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000. IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3444-8: volume: ECU 32,87, BFR 1500, IRL 23, 
UKL 18.50, USD 3 1 . 
n.D 39-43: Plastics, rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins 
and articles thereof: saddlery and harness: morocco leather goods; 
travel goods - xxxvi, 190p.: 30cm: softcover: 600g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL] 
DA:83-531. DE:83-517. FR:83 - 520. GR:83 - 552. IT:83-518. 
NL:83-531 
CA-NC-82-A04-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155. UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3447-2: volume: ECU 14,25, BFR 650, IRL 10, 
UKL 7.90, USD 14. 
518 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: 
manufactures of plaiting materials and basketware - xxxiv, 127p.: 
30cm: softcover: 450g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
0A:83-532. DE:83-518. FR:83-521. GR:83 - 553. IT:83-519. 
NL:83-532 
CA-NC-82-A05-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219.12, 
BFR 10000. IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3448-0: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.10. 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
519 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F 50-67: Textiles and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas 
and sunshades;... - xxxvi, 453p.: 30cm: softcover: 1500g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-533. DE:83-519. FR.83 - 522. GR:83-554. IT:83-520. 
NL:83-533 
CA-NC-82-A06-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125. USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3449-9: volume: ECU 35,06, BFR 1600, 
IRL 24.50, UKL 19.50, USD 33. 
520 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G 68-72: Articles of stone, of plaster, of cement,...: ceramics; 
glass and glassware; pearls, precious stones, jewellery; coins - xxxv. 
1 70p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-534. DE:83 - 520. FR:83 - 523. GR:83 - 555. IT:83-521. 
NL:83-534 
CA-NC-82-A07-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219.12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3450-2: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600 , IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
51 5 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 . exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B 25-27: Mineral products - xxxv, 69p.: 30cm: softcover: 290g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-529. DE:83-515. FR:83-518. GR:83 - 550. IT:83-516. 
NL:83-529 
CA-NC-82-A02-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3445-6: volume: ECU 8,77, BFR 400 , IRL 6.10, 
UKL 4.90, USD 8.50. 
521 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H 73: Iron and steel - xxxiv, 229p.: 30cm: softcover: 700g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-535. DE:83-521. FR:83 - 524. GR:83-556. IT:83 - 522. 
NL:83-535 
CA-NC-82-A08-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3451-0: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600 , IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
516 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.C 28-38: Products of the chemical and allied industries - xlvii, 
412p.: 30cm: softcover: 1200g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-530. DE:83-516. FR:83-519. GR:83-551. IT:83-517. 
NL:83-530 
CA-NC-82-A03-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155. UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3446-4: volume: ECU 24,10, BFR 1100, IRL 17, 
UKL 13.50, USD 2250. 
522 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l 74-83: Base metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof -
xxxvi, 179p.: 30cm: softcover: 580g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-536. DE:83 - 522. FR:83-525. GR:83-557. IT:83 - 523. 
NL:83-536 
CA-NC-82-A09-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 2 19,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155. UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3452-9: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600 , IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
5 17 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
523 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
51 
n.J 84-85: Machinery and mechanical appliances: electro-technical 
apparatus - xxxvii, 829p.: 30cm: softcover: 2200g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 -537 . DE:83 - 523. FR:83 - 526. GR:83 - 558. IT:83 - 524. 
NL :83 -537 
CA-NC-82-A10-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3453-7: volume: ECU 37,25, BFR 1700, IRL 26, 
UKL 20.50, USD 35. 
524 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K 86-89: Means of transportation - xxxvi, 136p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 480g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA;83 -538 . 0E:83 - 524. FR:83 - 527. GR:83 - 559. IT:83 - 525. 
NL :83-538 
CA-NC-82-A11-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155. UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3454-5: volume: ECU 9,87, BFR 450. IRL 6.90, 
UKL 5.50, USD 9.50. 
525 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L 90-99: Optical, photographic, cinematographic and medical 
instruments, apparatus and appliances: ...; arms and ammunition; 
miscellaneous articles - xxxvi, 302p.: 30cm: softcover: 880g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 -539 . DE:83 - 525. FR:83 - 528. GR:83 - 560. IT:83 - 526. 
NL :83-539 
CA-NC-82-A12-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3455-3: volume: ECU 20,82, BFR 950, 
IRL 14.50, UKL 11.50, USD 19.50. 
526 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries - Products - xlii, 170p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
0A :83 -54O. DE:83-526 . FR:83-529 . G R : 8 3 - 5 6 1 . IT :83 -527 . 
N L : 8 3 - 5 4 0 
CA-NC-82-A13-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3457-X: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125. USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3456-1: volume: ECU 21,92, BFR 1000, 
IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 . 
527 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 . imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A-Z - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 -513 . DE:83 - 527. FR:83 - 530. GR:B3 - 534. IT:83 - 528. 
NL :83 -513 
CA-NC-82-001-8A-A ISBN 92-825-3285-2: set: ECU 54,78, 
BFR 2500, IRL 38, UKL 3 1 , USD 52: Complete series. 
528 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01-24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils; foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - xxxv, 337p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 960g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-514 . DE:83 - 528. F R : 8 3 - 5 3 1 . GR:83-535 . IT:83 - 529. 
NL :83 -514 
CA-NC-82-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219.12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3271-2: volume: ECU 32,87, BFR 1500, IRL 23, 
UKL 18.50, USD 3 1 . 
529 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 . imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B 25-27: Mineral products - xxxv, 59p.: 30cm: softcover: 260g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 5 1 5 . DE:83 - 529. FR:83 - 532. GR:83 - 536. IT:83 - 530 
N L : 8 3 - 5 1 5 
CA-NC-82-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 2 19,12 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3272-0: volume: ECU 8,77, BFR 400, IRL 6.10. 
UKL 4.90. USD 8.50. 
530 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.C 28-38: Products of the chemical and allied industries - xxxviii, 
233p.: 30cm: softcover: 710g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 5 1 6 . DE:83 - 530. FR:83 -533 . GR:83 - 537. I T : 8 3 - 5 3 1 . 
NL :83 -516 
CA-NC-82-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 2 19,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3273-9: volume: ECU 24,10, BFR 1100.IRL 17, 
UKL 13.50. USD 2250. 
531 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D 39-43: Plastics, rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins 
and articles thereof: saddlery and harness; morocco leather goods; 
travel goods - xxxiv, 119p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 5 1 7 . D E : 8 3 - 5 3 1 . FR:83 - 534. GR:83 - 538. IT:83 - 532. 
NL :83 -517 
CA-NC-82-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3274-7: volume: ECU 14.25, BFR 650, IRL 10, 
UKL 7.90, USD 14. 
532 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: 
manufactures of plaiting materials and basketware - xxxiv, 101p.: 
30cm: softcover: 370: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 -518 . DE:83 - 532. FR:83 - 535. GR:83 - 539. IT:83 - 533. 
N L : 8 3 - 5 1 8 
CA-NC-82-005-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3275-5: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
533 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 . imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F 50-67: Textiles and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas 
and sunshades;... - xxxiv, 361 p.: 30cm: softcover: 1000g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 5 1 9 . DE:83-533 . FR:83 - 536. GR:83 - 540. IT:83 - 534. 
NL :83 -519 
CA-NC-82-006-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000. IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3276-3: volume: ECU 35,06, BFR 1600, 
IRL 24.50, UKL 19.50, USD 33. 
534 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G 68-72: Articles of stone, of plaster, of cement,...: ceramics; 
glass and glassware; pearls, precious stones, jewellery; coins -
xxxiv, 106p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 5 2 0 . DE:83 - 534. FR:83-537 . G R : 8 3 - 5 4 1 . IT:83 - 535. 
N L : 8 3 - 5 2 0 
CA-NC-82-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 9Ί-825-3277-1: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
535 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H 73: Iron and steel - xxxiv, 122p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
52 
DA83-521. DE:83-535. FR:83 - 538. GR:83-542. IT:83 - 536. 
NL:83 -521 
CA-NC-82-008-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219.12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3278-X: volume: ECU 1 3,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30, USD 13. 
536 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1981 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l 74-83: Base metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof -
xxxiv, 110p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-522. DE:83-536. FR:83 - 539. GR:83 - 543. IT:83 - 537. 
NL:83-522 
CA-NC-82-009-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3279-8: volume: ECU 1 3.15, BFR 600 , IRL 9.10, 
UKL 7.30. USD 13. 
537 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J 84-85: Machinery and mechanical appliances: electro-technical 
apparatus - xxxiv, 377p.: 30cm: softcover: 1000g: 
IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-523. DE:83 - 537. FR:83 - 540. GR:83 - 544. IT:83 - 538. 
NL:83-523 
CA-NC-82-010-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4; set: ECU 219,1 2, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3280-1: volume: ECU 37,25, BFR 1700, IRL 26, 
UKL 20.50, USD 35. 
538 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K 86-89: Means of transportation - xxxv, 68p.: 30cm: softcover: 
280g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-524. DE:83 - 538. FR:83-541. GR:83 - 545. IT:83 - 539. 
NL:83-524 
CA-NC-82-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3281-X: volume: ECU 9,87, BFR 450, IRL 6.90, 
UKL 5.50, USD 9.50. 
539 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L 90-99: Optical, photographic, cinematographic and medical 
instruments, apparatus and appliances: ...; arms and ammunition; 
miscellaneous articles - xxxv, 186p.: 30cm: softcover: 580g: 
IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-525. DE:83 - 539. FR:83 - 542. GR:83 - 546. IT:83 - 540. 
NL:83-525 
CA-NC-82-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 219,12. 
BFR 10000. IRL 155, UKL 125. USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3282-8: volume: ECU 20,82, BFR 950, 
IRL 14.50, UKL 11.50, USD 19.50. 
540 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 9 8 1 , imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries - Products - xlii, 108p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-526. DE:83 - 540. FR:83 - 543. GR:83 - 547. IT:83-541. 
NL:83-526 
CA-NC-82-013-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: set: ECU 2 19,12, 
BFR 10000, IRL 155, UKL 125, USD 210 
ISBN 92-825-3283-6: volume: ECU 21,92, BFR 1000, 
IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 . 
541 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01-24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils: foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - xl, 478p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 1360g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-555. DE:83-541. FR:83 - 544. GR:83 - 576. IT:83 - 542. 
NL:83-555 
CA-13-83-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3744-7: volume: ECU 26,33. BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
542 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982. exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A-Z - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-556. OE:83 - 542. FR:83 - 545. GR:83-577. IT:83 - 543. 
NL:83-556 
ISBN 92-825-3757-9: set: ECU 65,32, BFR 3000 , IRL 48, 
UKL 37.50, USD 59: Complete series. 
543 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B 25-27: Mineral products - xl, 75p.: 30cm: softcover: 350g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-557. DE:83 - 543. FR:83 - 546. GR:83 - 578. IT:83 - 544. 
NL:83-557 
CA-13-83-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3745-5: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
544 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.C 28-38: Products of the chemical and allied industries - xl, 
461p.: 30cm: softcover: 1320g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-658. DE:83 - 544. FR:83 - 547. GR:83 - 579. IT:83 - 545. 
NL:83-558 
CA-13-83-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3746-3: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19. 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
545 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D 39-43: Plastics, rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins 
and articles thereof: saddlery and harness; morocco leather goods; 
travel goods - xl, 206p.: 30cm: softcover: 680g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
OA:83-559. DE:83-545. FR:83-548. GR:83-580. IT:83 - 546. 
NL:83-559 
CA-13-83-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3747-1: volume: ECU 26.33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
546 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: 
manufactures of plaiting materials and basketware - xl, 141 p.: 
30cm: softcover: 520g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-560. DE:83 - 546. FR:83 - 549. GR:83-581. IT:83 - 547 
NL:83-560 
CA-13-83-005-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3748-X: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
547 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F 50-67: Textiles and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas 
and sunshades;... - xl, 506p.: 30cm: softcover: 1430g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-561. DE:83 - 547. FR:83 - 550. GR:83 - 582. IT:83 - 548. 
NL:83-561 
CA-13-83-006-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3749-8: volume: ECU 26,33. BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
53 
548 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G 68-72: Articles of stone, of plaster, of cement,...: ceramics; 
glass and glassware; pearls, precious stones, jewellery; coins - xl, 
189p,: 30cm: softcover: 640g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-562. DE:83 - 548. FR:83-551. GR:83 - 583. IT:83 - 549. 
NL:83-562 
CA-13-83-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3750-1: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
549 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H 73: Iron and steel - xl, 240p.: 30cm: softcover: 760g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-563. DE:83 - 549. FR:83 - 552. GR:83 - 584. ]T:83 - 550. 
NL:83-563 
CA-13-83-008-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3751-X: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
550 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l 74-83: Base metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof -
xl, 195p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-664. DE:83-550. FR:83 - 553. GR:83 - 585. IT:B3-651. 
NL:83-564 
CA-13-83-009-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3752-8: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
55 1 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J 84-85: Machinery and mechanical appliances: electro-technical 
apparatus - xl, 911p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 540g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-565. DE:83-551. FR:83 - 554. GR:83 - 586. IT:83 - 552. 
NL:83-565 
CA-13-83-010-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263.29, 
BFR 12000. IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3753-6: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
552 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K 86-89: Means of transportation - xl, 1 54p.: 30cm: softcover: 
550g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-566. DE:83-552. FR:83 - 555. GR:83-587. IT:83 - 553. 
NL:83-566 
CA-13-83-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3754-4: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
553 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L 90-99: Optical, photographic, cinematographic and medical 
instruments, apparatus and appliances: ...; arms and ammunition; 
miscellaneous articles - xl, 338p.: 30cm: softcover: 1000g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-567. DE:83-553. FR:83 - 556. GR:83 - 588. IT:83 - 554, 
NL:83-567 
CA-13-83-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3755-2: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
554 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries - Products - xlviii, 1 75p.: 30cm: softcover: 620g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-568. DE:83-554. FR:83-557. GR:83 - 589. IT:83 - 555. 
NL:83-568 
CA-13-83-013-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3768-4: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3756-0: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15. USD 24. 
555 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01-24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils: foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - xl, 379p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 11 10g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-541. DE:83-555. FR:83 - 558. GR:83 - 562. IT:83 - 556. 
NL:83-541 
CA-12-83-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3767-6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3729-3: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
556 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A-Z - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-542. DE:83 - 556. FR:83 - 559. GR:83 - 563. IT:83 - 557. 
NL:83-542 
ISBN 92-825-3742-0: set: ECU 65,32, BFR 3000 . IRL 48, 
UKL 37.50, USD 59: Complete series. 
557 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982. imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B 25-27: Mineral products - xl, 65p.: 30cm: softcover: 320g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-543. DE:83-557. FR:83 - 560. GR:83 - 564. IT:83 - 558. 
NL:83-543 
CA-12-83-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3767-6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3730-7: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
bbB Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982. imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.C 28-38: Products of the chemical and allied industries - xl, 
273p.: 30cm: softcover: 840g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-544. DE:83 - 558. FR:83-561. GR:83 - 565. IT:83 - 559. 
NL:83-544 
CA-12-83-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3767-6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3731-5: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
559 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D 39-43: Plastics, rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins 
and articles thereof: saddlery and harness; morocco leather goods; 
travel goods - xl. 1 33p.: 30cm: softcover: 490g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-545. DE:83 - 559. FR:83 - 562. GR:83-566. IT:83 - 560. 
NL:83-545 
CA-12-83-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3767-6: set: ECU 263,29. 
BFR 12000. IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92-825-3732-3: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
560 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: 
manufactures of plaiting materials and basketware - xl, 1 15p.: 
30cm: softcover: 450g: IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
54 
DA:83 ­546 . DE :83 ­560 . FR:83 ­ 563. GR:83 ­ 567. I T : 8 3 ­ 5 6 1 . 
NL :83 ­546 
CA­12­83­005­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000. IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3733­1: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200. IRL 19. 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
561 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F 50­67: Textiles and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas 
and sunshades;... ­ xl, 400p.: 30cm: softcover: 1160g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 ­547 . D E : 8 3 ­ 5 6 1 . FR:83 ­ 564. GR:83 ­ 568. IT:83 ­ 562. 
NL :83­547 
CA­12­83­006­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3734­X: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
562 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G 68­72: Articles of stone, of plaster, of cement...: ceramics; 
glass and glassware; pearls, precious stones, jewellery; coins ­ xl, 
120p.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 ­648 . 0E:83 ­ 562. FR:83­565 . GR:83 ­ 569. IT:83 ­ 563. 
NL:83 ­ 548 
CA­12­83­007­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3735­8: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
D A : 8 3 ­ 5 5 2 . DE:83 ­ 566. FR:83 ­ 569. GR:83 ­ 573. IT:83 ­ 567. 
NL :83 ­552 
CA­12­83­011­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50. USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3739­0: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
567 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L 90­99: Optical, photographic, cinematographic and medical 
instruments, apparatus and appliances: ...; arms and ammunition: 
miscellaneous articles ­ xl, 213p.: 30cm: softcover: 690g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 ­ 5 5 3 . DE:83 ­ 567. FR:83 ­ 570. GR:83 ­ 574. IT:83 ­ 568. 
NL :83 ­553 
CA­12­83­012­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190. UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3740­4: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
568 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries ­ Products ­ xlviii, 110p.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 ­ 5 5 4 . DE:83 ­ 568. F R : 8 3 ­ 5 7 1 . GR:83 ­ 575. IT:83 ­ 569. 
NL :83 ­554 
CA­12­83­013­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50. USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3741­2: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
563 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H 73: Iron and steel ­ xl, 134p.: 30cm: softcover: 500g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 ­549 . DE:83 ­ 563. FR:83 ­ 566. GR:83 ­ 570. IT :83 ­564 . 
NL :83­549 
CA­12­83­008­8Α­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3736­6: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
564 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, Imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l 74­83: Base metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof ­
xl, 119p.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 ­ 5 5 0 . DE:83­564 . FR:83 ­ 567. G R : 8 3 ­ 5 7 1 . IT:83 ­ 565. 
N L : 8 3 ­ 5 5 0 
CA­12­83­009­8Α­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3737­4: volume: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, ¡RL 19. 
UKL 15, USD 24. 
565 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J 84­85: Machinery and mechanical appliances: electro­technical 
apparatus ­ xl. 434p.: 30cm: softcover: 1250g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : B 3 ­ 5 5 1 . DE:83­565 . FR:83 ­ 568. GR:83 ­ 572. IT:83 ­ 566. 
NL :83­551 
CA­12­83­010­8A­C ISBN 92­825­3767­6: set: ECU 263,29, 
BFR 12000, IRL 190, UKL 148.50, USD 236 
ISBN 92­825­3738­2: volume: ECU 26,33. BFR 1 200 . IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24, 
5U6 Analytical tables of foreign trade - NIMEXE 1 982, imports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K 86­89: Means of transportation ­ xl, 82p.: 30cm: softcover: 
370g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
569 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1981 
­ Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Countries ­ Products, imports ­ Iv, 215p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1090g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83 ­569 . DE :83 ­569 . FR:83 ­ 572. GR:83 ­513 . IT:83 ­ 570. 
NL :83 ­569 
CA­ND­82­001­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3310­7: set: ECU 131.82. 
BFR 6000 , IRL 94, UKL 75, USD 125 
ISBN 92­825­3304­2: volume: ECU 26,37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
570 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1981 
­ Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: 0­4, exports ­ xliii, 299p.: 30cm: softcover: 920g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 ­ 5 7 0 . DE:83 ­ 570 . FR:83 ­ 573. GR:83 ­514 . IT:83 ­ 57 1. 
N L : 8 3 ­ 5 7 0 
CA­ND­82­A02­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3310­7: set: ECU 131,82, 
BFR 6000 , IRL 94, UKL 75. USD 125 
ISBN 92­825­3437­5: volume: ECU 26,37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
57 1 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 981 
­ Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lll: 5, imports ­ xlv, 107p.: 30cm: softcover: 790g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83­S71. DE:83­571. FR:83 ­ 574. GR:83­515. IT:83 ­ 572. 
NL:83­571 
CA­ND­82­003­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3310­7: set: ECU 13 1.82, 
BFR 6000 , IRL 94, UKL 75, USD 125 
ISBN 92­825­3306­9: volume: ECU 26,37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
572 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 981 
­ Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV: 6, imports ­ xlii, 217p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 250g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
55 
DA:83-572. DE:83-572. FR:83-575. GR:83-516. IT:83 - 573. 
NL83-572 
CA-ND-82-004-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3310-7: set: ECU 131.82, 
BFR 6000 , IRL 94, UKL 75, USD 125 
ISBN 92-325-3307-7: volume: ECU 26,37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
573 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 981 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.V: 7, imports-xli, 185p.: 30cm: softcover: 1330g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-573. DE:83-573. FR:83 - 576. GR:83-517. IT:83 - 574. 
NL:83-573 
CA-ND-82-005-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3310-7: set: ECU 131,82. 
BFR 6000, IRL 94, UKL 75, USD 125 
ISBN 92-825-3308-5: volume: ECU 26.37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
574 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 981 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VI: 8-9. imports - xl, 1 76p.: 30cm: softcover: 860g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-574. OE:83 - 574. FR:83-577. GR:83-518. IT:83 - 575. 
NL:83-574 
CA-ND-82-006-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3310-7: set: ECU 131,82, 
BFR 6000, IRL 94, UKL 75. USD 125 
ISBN 92-825-3309-3: volume: ECU 26,37, BFR 1200, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 14.50, USD 25. 
575 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2 -1981 , 
imports - Statistical Office of the European Communities [External 
trade (red cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l - VI - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-575. DE:83 - 575. FR:83 - 578. GR:83-519. IT:83 - 576. 
NL:83-575 
CA-ND-82-001-7C-A ISBN 92-825-3443-X: set: ECU 21.97, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.50, UKL 12.50, USD 2 1 : Complete series. 
576 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Countries - Products, exports - xxxix, 349p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1030g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-576. DE:83 - 576. FR:83 - 579. GR:83 - 520. IT:83 - 577. 
NL:83-576 
CA-ND-82-001-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3759-5: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
577 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [Eyternal trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Countries - Products, imports - xxxix, 217p.: 30cm: softcover: 
700g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:83-577. DE:83-577. FR:83 - 680. GR:83-521. IT:83 - 578. 
NL:83-577 
CA-ND-82-001-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 1 14.50. UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3722-6: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
578 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: 0-4, exports - xxxix, 305p.: 30cm: softcover: 920g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
OA:83-578. DE:83 - 578. FR:83-581. GR:83 - 522. IT:83-579. 
NL:83-578 
CA-ND-82-A02-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 1 5798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10. USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3760-9: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
579 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: 0-4, imports - xxxix, 235p.: 30cm: softcover: 750g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-579. DE:83 - 679. FR:83-582. GR:83-523. IT:83-580. 
NL:83-579 
CA-ND-82-A02-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798. 
BFR 7200. IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10. USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3723-4: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
580 Analytical tablesOf foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Ill: 5, exports - xxxix, 248p.: 30cm: softcover: 790g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-580. DE:83-580. FR:83-583. GR:83-532. IT:83-581. 
NL:83-580 
CA-ND-82-003-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3761-7: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40. USD 28. 
581 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Ill: 5, imports - xxxix, 112p.: 30cm: softcover: 440g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-581. 0E:83-581. FR:83 - 584. GR:83-533. IT:83-582. 
NL:83-581 
CA-ND-82-003-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798. 
BFR 7200. IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3724-2: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
582 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1 982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV: 6, exports - xxxix, 437p.: 30cm: softcover: 1250g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-582. DE:83 - 582. FR:83-585. GR:83 - 524. IT:83 - 583. 
NL:83-582 
CA-ND-82-004-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3762-5: volume: ECU 3072. BFR 1400. 
IRL 22.50. UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
583 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV: 6, imports - xxxix, 221p.: 30cm: softcover: 710g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-583. DE:83 - 583. FR:83-586. GR:83-525. IT:83 - 584. 
NL:83 - 583 
CA-ND-82-004-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10. USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3725-0: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
584 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.V: 7, exports - xxxix, 473p.: 30cm: softcover: 1340g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-584. DE:83-584. FR:83 - 587. GR:83-526. IT:83-585. 
NL:83-584 
CA-ND-82-005-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10. USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3763-3: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
585 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.V: 7, imports - xxxix, 191 p.: 30cm: softcover: 640g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
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DA:83-585. DE:83-585. FR:83-588. GR:83 527. IT:83-586. 
NL:83-585 
CA-ND-82-005-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3726-9: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40. USD 28. 
586 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI. rev. 2-1982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VI; 8-9, exports - xxxix, 286p.: 30cm: softcover: 880g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-586. DE:83 - 586. FR:83 - 589. GR:83-528. IT:83-587. 
NL83-586 
CA-ND-82-006-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3769-2: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3764-1: volume: ECU 3072. BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
587 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 982 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VI: 8-9, imports - xxxix, 182p.: 30cm: softcover: 620g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-587. DE:83 - 587. FR:83-590. GR:83 - 529. IT:83 - 588. 
NL:83-587 
CA-ND-82-006-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3766-8: set: ECU 15798, 
BFR 7200, IRL 114.50, UKL 89.10, USD 142 
ISBN 92-825-3727-7: volume: ECU 3072, BFR 1400, 
IRL 22.50, UKL 17.40, USD 28. 
588 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 982, 
exports - Statistical Office of the European Communities [External 
trade (red cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l-VI - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-589. DE:83 - 588. FR:83-591. GR:83-531. IT:83 - 589. 
NL:83 - 689 
ISBN 92-825-3765-X: set: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24: Complete series. 
589 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC-CTCI, rev. 2-1 982. 
imports - Statistical Office of the European Communities [External 
trade (red cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l-VI - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:83-588. DE:83 - 589. FR:83 - 592. GR:83 - 530. IT:83 - 590. 
NU83-588 
ISBN 92-825-3728-5: set: ECU 26,33, BFR 1200, IRL 19, 
UKL 15, USD 24: Complete series. 
590 Geonomenclature - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [External trade (red cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1983- 186p.: 30cm: softcover: 520g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL/GR) 
DA:83-590. DE:83-590. FR:83-515. GR:83 - 590. IT:83-513. 
NL:83-590 
CA-35-82-910-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3335-2: ECU 15,38, 
BFR 700, IRL 11, UKL 8.50. USD 15. 
591 Yearbook of foreign trade statistics - Third countries 
1974-1981 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[External trade (red cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.A: ACP countries - 768p.: 30cm: softcover: 1400g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-513 
CA-37-83-174-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3887-7: set 
ISBN 92-825-3885-0: volume: ECU 16,95, BFR 900, 
IRL 14.30, UKL 11.10. USD 17. 
592 Yearbook of foreign trade statistics - Third countries 
1974-1 981 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[External trade (red cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.B: Mediterranean countries - 2 19p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(EN/FRI 
FR:83-514 
CA-38-83-087-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3887-7: set 
ISBN 92-825-3886-9: volume: ECU 9,83, BFR 450, IRL 7.20, 
UKL 5.60, USD 8.50. 
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Eurostatistics: Data for short-term economic analysis. 
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593 Bibliographie sur la politique agricole commune par 
produit: Fruits et legumes frais - Service Central de 
Documentation - 71p.: 30cm: agrafé: 200g: (FR) [Bulletin de 
renseignements documentaires: B/30/C - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-82-C30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
594 Bibliographie sur le politique agricole commune par 
produit: Fruits et légumes transformés - Service Central de 
Documentation - 44p.: 30cm: agrafé: 140g: (FR) [Bulletin de 
renseignements documentaires; B/30/H - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-83-H30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
595 Bibliographie sur la politique agricole commune par 
produit: La viande bovine - Service Central de Documentation -
47p.: 30cm: agrafé: 150g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B/30/G - Commission des Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-AK-83-G30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
596 Bibliographie sur la politique agricole commune par 
produit: Le houblon - Service Central de Documentation - 39p.: 
30cm: agrafé: 130g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B/30/D - Commission des Communautés · 
européennes] 
CB-AK-83-D30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
597 Bibliographie sur la politique agricole commune par 
produit: Le tabac - Service Central de Documentation - 47p.: 
30cm: agrafé: 150g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B 30 - Commission des Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-AK-82-B30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
598 Bibliographie sur la politique agricole commune par 
produit: Le vin - Service Central de Documentation - 94p.: 30cm: 
agrafé: 270g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements documentaires; 
B/30/A - Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-82-A30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
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USD 1.75. 
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produit: Lin et chanvre - Service Central de Documentation -
23p.: 30cm: agrafé: 100g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B/30/E - Commission des Communautés 
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CB-AK-83-E30-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
601 Bibliographie sur les petites et moyennes entreprises dans 
la Communauté européenne - Service Central de Documentation 
- 88p.: 30cm: agrafé: 250g: (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B/31 - Commission des Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-AK-83-B31-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
602 Bibliography on Community legislation relating to the 
Elimination of technical barriers to trade in industrial products 
- Central Documentation Service - 46pp.: 30cm: stapled: 150g; 
(EN) [Documentation bulletin: B/1 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
FR:83-593 
CB-AK-83-B01-EN-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
603 Bibliography on Community relations with the 
Mediterranean countries - Central Documentation Service -
178pp.: 30cm: softcover: 480g: (EN) [Documentation bulletin: B 
14 - Commission of the European Communities] 
FR:83-603 
CB-AK-83-B14-EN-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
604 Bibliography on taxation - Central Documentation Service -
245pp.: 30cm: stapled: 650g: Manuscript finished on 
15.11.1981 (EN) [Documentation bulletin: B 5 - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
FR:82-549 
CB-AK-82-005-EN-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, 
UKL 0.75, USD 1.75. 
605 Bibliography on the removal of technicel berriers to trede 
in foodstuffs - Central Documentation Sorvice 36pp.: 30cm: 
stapled: 100g: Manuscript finished on 1.6.1982 (EN) 
[Documentation bulletin: B 6 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
FR:82-550 
CB-AK-82-006-EN-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, 
UKL 0.75, USD 1.75. 
Catalogue - EUR Documents - 1968-1979 444 
Catalogue of Community Legal Acts and other texts relating 
to the Elimination of Technical Berriers to Trade for industrial 
Products and the Nomenclature for Iron end Steel products 
(EURONORM) 54 
Guide to the Council of the European Communities 28 
Index: Bulletin of the Europeen Communities: 1 981 9 
606 Multilingual glossary of abbreviations - Council of the 
European Communities: Terminology service - 622p.: 25cm: 
hardcover: 1 200g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 6 0 9 . DE :83 -607 . FR:83 -606 . IT:83 - 607. N L : 8 3 - 6 0 6 
BX-33-81-304-6A-C ISBN 92-824-0102-2: ECU 18,62, 
BFR 850, IRL 12.90, UKL 10.30, USD 17.50. 
607 Multilingual glossary of abbreviations - Council of the 
European Communities: Terminology service - 622p.: 25cm: 
hardcover: 1200g: (FR/DE/EN/IT/NL/DA) 
D A : 8 3 - 6 1 0 . DE:83 - 608. FR:83 - 607. IT:83 - 608 . NL:83 - 607 
BX-37-83-190-6A-C ISBN 92-824-0115-4; ECU 18,62, 
BFR 850, IRL 12.90, UKL 10.30, USD 17.50. 
608 Opening of the Historical Archives of the European 
Communities to the public - Hofmann, H. (compiler): Commission 
of the European Communities - 119pp.: 25cm: softcover: 270g: 
(EN) 
O A : 8 3 - 5 9 3 . DE:83 - 606 . FR:83 - 608 . GR:83 - 593. IT:83 - 593. 
NL:83 - 608 
CB-36-82-314-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3409-X: ECU 8.85, 
BFR 400 , IRL 6.20, UKL 5.30, USD 9. 
609 Publications and documents of the EC received by the 
Library - Supplement 1 983 / 1 - Commission of the European 
Communities - 86p.: 30cm: stapled: 250g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 6 0 7 . DE :83 -609 . FR:83 - 609. GR:83 - 594. IT:83 - 609. 
N L : 8 3 - 6 0 9 
CB-37-83-215-7C-C ISBN 92-825-3613-0: ECU 2,24, 
BFR 100, IRL 1.60, UKL 1.40, USD 2.50. 
610 Publications and documents of the EC received by the 
Library 1978-1982 - Commission of the European Communities -
940p.: 30cm: softcover: 2 40Og: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 3 - 6 0 8 . DE :83 -610 . FR :83 -610 . GR:83 - 595. I T : 8 3 - 6 l O . 
N L : 8 3 - 6 1 0 
CB-37-83-053-7C-C : ECU 11,06, BFR 500, IRL 7.70, 
UKL 6.70, USD 11. 
Register of current Community legal instruments 46 
Register of current Community legal instruments: n.l 47 
Register of current Community legal instruments: n.l 48 
Register of current Community legal instruments: n.l 49 
Register of current Community legal instruments: n.ll 50 
PERIODICALS 
Bulletin: European Documentation Centres - Depositary Libraries. 
COM Documents. 
COM Documents. 
COM Documents: Monthly catalogue. 
Documentation bulletin A. 
Documentation bulletin B. 
Documentation bulletin C. 
Dokumente und Publikationen, 
EF dokumentation. 
List of additions to the Library of the CEC. 
Feasibility study of computer processing of relevant data on 
tankers and on man-made structures under the jurisdiction of 
Member states liable to pollute the Community's waters or 
coasts with a view to the immediate use of these data if 
necessary 123 
Feasibility study on the development of a unified and 
comprehensive system for the collection and processing of 
data on oil pollution on the coasts of Member states 124 
Information system for demonstration purposes on tenkers 
their compliance with international conventions and oil spills 
pertaining to their operation phase I 127 
Study of the availability of an information system on 
infringements of pollution laws by the tankers in the 
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Survey on the feasibility of a data processing system on 
means of fighting offshore hydrocarbon pollution 137 
Traitement informatise des données existantes ou à recueillir 
sur les moyens de lutta contre la pollution de la mer par les 
hydrocarbures en vue de l'utilisetion immédiate de ces 
informations en cas de pollution accidentelle (1 ° pert.) 139 
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611 European Communities glossary - English-French: 3rd 
edition, 1982 - Council of the European Communities: Terminology 
service - 674pp.: 25cm: softcover: 1 200g: (EN/FR) 
FR:83-611 
free of charge: Limited distribution. 
612 Government procurement in Japan: the way in - 32pp.: 
23cm: stapled: 70g: (EN) [European documentation: 1983 -
Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:83-612. FR:83-612. IT:83-612. NL:83-612 
CB-37-83-295-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3672-6: free of charge. 
Guide to the Council of the European Communities 28 
Opening of the Historical Archives of the European 




COM Documents: Monthly catalogue. 
Euro-Abstracts: Scientific and technical Publications and Patents: 
Section I and II. 
Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. Scientific 
and technical Publications and Patents. 
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Communities, 
series S. 
613 Analyse comparative des structures agricoles au niveau 
regional de l'Espagne, de la France, de la Grèce, de l'Italie et 
du Portugal devant les perspectives de l'élargissement de la 
CE. II. Structure des facteurs: Terre, travail et résultats du système 
de production - Direction générale Agriculture [Informations sur 
l'agriculture: 87 - Commission des Communautés européennes] 
n.A: Rapport général - 232p.: 30cm: broché: 600g: (FR) 
CB-NA-83-087-FR-C ISBN 92-825-3837-0: ECU 4,98, 
BFR 225. 
614 Analyse comparative des structures agricoles au niveau 
regionel de l'Espagne, de la France, de la Grèce, de l'Italie et 
du Portugal devant les perspectives de l'élargissement de la 
CE. II. Structure des facteurs: Terre, travail et résultats du système 
de production - Direction générale Agriculture [Informations sur 
l'agriculture: 88 - Commission des Communautés européennes] 
n.B: Annexes au rapport général - 166p.: 30cm: broché: 450g: (FR) 
CB-NA-83-088-FR-C ISBN 92-825-377 1-4: ECU 4,98, 
BFR 225. 
615 Factors influencing ownership, tenancy, mobility and use of 
farmland in the Member states of the European Community -
Directorate-General Agriculture - 144pp.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(EN) [Information on Agriculture: 86 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
CB-NA-82-086-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3092-2: ECU 3,98, 
BFR 180, IRL 2.80, UKL 2.30. USD 4. 
Periodicals 
59 
Ρ1 30 jours d'Europe ­ Commission des Communautés européennes 
­ Paris ­ 28cm: (FR) ­ mensuel, 
abonnement: Prix pour étudiants: FF 30. 
P2 Agricultural Markets: Prices ­ Commission of the European 
Communities: Directorate­General Agriculture ­ 30cm: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ monthly. 
DA:83­P73. DE:83 ­ P2. FR:83­P68. GR:83­P5. IT:83 ­ P68. 
NL:83­P68 
ISSN 0250 ­9601 : subscription: ECU 82,50, BFR 3780, 
IRL 59.75, UKL 47.75, USD 7 1 . 
P3 Agricultural prices ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities ­
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DE:83­P3. FR:83 ­ P72. IT:83­P72 
subscription: ECU 24, BFR 1100, IRL 17.50, UKL 14, USD 21 
single copies: ECU 6,58, BFR 300, IRL 4,60, UKL 3.70, 
USD 6.50. 
P4 Agricultural statistics: Crop and animal production ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities: Commission of the 
European Communities ­ 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ quarterly, 
DA:83­P74. DE:83­P4. FR:83­P84. IT:83­P83. NL83­P69 
subscription: ECU 53,25, BFR 2440, IRL 38.50, UKL 30.75, 
USD 46. 
P5 Animal production ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ quarterly. 
DA:83­P3. DE:83­P80. FR:83 ­ P73. IT:83 ­ P73. NL:83­P20 
ISSN 0250­6580; subscription: ECU 31,65, BFR 1450, IRL 23, 
UKL 18.25, USD 28. 
P6 Avrupa ­ Commission of the European Communities ­ Ankara ­ 27 
cm: (TR) ­ monthly, 
free of charge, 
P7 Background Report ­ Commission of the European Communities 
­ London ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ irregular, 
free of charge. 
PB Balances of payments: Quarterly data ­ Commission of the 
European Communities: Statistical Office of the European 
Communities ­ 30cm: (EN/FR) ­ quarterly. 
FR:83­P4 
ISSN 0251­1800: subscription: ECU 10,50, BFR 480, 
IRL 7.50, UKL 6, USD 10. 
P9 Berichte und Informationen ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften ­ Bonn ­ 30cm: (DE) ­ zweimal wöchentlich, 
kostenlos, 
P10 Bulletin: Europeen Documentation Centres - Depositary 
Libraries ­ Gaskell, E. (editor): Commission of the European 
Communities ­ 30cm: (EN/FR) ­ irregular. 
FR:83­P7 
free of charge: limited distribution. 
Ρ11 Bulletin of the European Communities ­ Commission of the 
European Communities ­ 25cm: index (EN) ­ eleven times a year. 
DA:83­P10. DE:83­P14. FR:83­P12. GR:83 ­ P6. IT:83 ­ P8. 
NL:83­P9 
ISSN 0378­3693: subscription: ECU 32,75, BFR 1500, 
IRL 23.75, UKL 19, USD 35: Single numbers on sale. 
Ρ12 Coal: monthly bulletin ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(DE/EN/FR)­monthly. 
DE:83­P64. FR:83­P15 
ISSN 0378­357X; subscription: ECU 10,50, BFR 480, IRL 7.50, 
UKL 6, USD 10. 
Ρ13 COM Documents ­ Commission of the European Communities ­
30cm: (EN) ­ approximately daily. 
DA:83­P69. DE:83­P66. FR;83­P17. GR:83­P1. IT:83­P15. 
NL:83­P11 
ISSN 0254­1475: subscription: ECU 872,75, BFR 4 0 0 0 0 , 
IRL 632.50, UKL 505, USD 752: Paper edition complete with 
indexes. 
Ρ14 COM Documents ­ Commission of the European Communities ­
Microfiche, 24x: (EN) ­ approximately daily. 
DA:83­P70. DE:83 ­ P67. FR:83­P18. GR:83­P2. IT:83­P16. 
NL:83­P12 
subscription: ECU 152,75, BFR 7000, IRL 111, UKL 89, 
USD 132: Microfiche edition, complete with indexes (on paper 
only). 
Ρ15 COM Documents: Monthly catalogue ­ Commission of the 
European Communities ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ monthly. 
DA:83­P71. DE:83 ­ P68. FR:83­P27. GR:83 ­ P3. IT:83­P27. 
NL:83­P13 
subscription: ECU 32,75, BFR 1500, IRL 24, UKL 19, USD 3 1 . 
Ρ16 Committee Reports of the European Parliament ­ European 
Parliament ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ irregular. 
DA:83­P76. DE:83­P76. FR:83­P28. IT:83 ­ P28. NL:83 ­ P85 
subscription: ECU 52,35, BFR 2400, IRL 38, UKL 30.25, 
USD 49: Subscription from March 1983 to February 1984. 
Ρ1 7 Communauté européenne: Lettre d'information du Bureau 
de Genève ­ Commission des Communautés européennes ­ Genève 
­ 30 cm: (FR) ­ hebdomadaire, 
gratuit. 
P18 Communauté Européenne Informations ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes ­ Paris ­ 31cm: (FR) ­ mensuel. 
ISSN 0223­3053: abonnement: Réduction de prix pour 
abonnements groupés. 
P19 Comunidad europea ­ Dirección General de Información: 
Coinisión de las Communidades europeas ­ Bruxelles­Brussel ­ 30 
cm: (ES) ­ mensual. 
gratuito. 
P20 Comunidades Europeias: Informação ­ Comissão das 
Comunidades europeias ­ Lisboa ­ 30cm: (PT) ­ mensual, 
gratuito. 
P21 Comunità europee ­ Commissione delle Comunità europee ­
Roma ­ 30 cm: (IT) ­ mensile, 
gratuito. 
P22 The Courier: Africo-Caribbean-Pacific ­ European 
Community ­ Frisch, D.: Commission of the European Communities 
­ Bruxelles ­ Brussel ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ bi­monthly. 
FR:83­P25 
free of charge. 
P23 Crop production ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ quarterly. 
DA:83­P84. DE:83 ­ P72. FR:83­P75. IT:83 ­ P74. NL:83 ­ P74 
ISSN 0378­3588: subscription: ECU 31,65, BFR 1450, IRL 23, 
UKL 18.25, USD 28. 
P24 Debates of the European Parliament ­ European Parliament ­
30cm: index (EN) ­ irregular. 
DA:83­P56. DE:83­P81. FR:83 ­ P26. GR:83­P12. IT:83 ­ P24. 
NL:83­P55 
ISSN 0378­5041 : subscription: ECU 63,30, BFR 2900, IRL 46, 
UKL 36.50, USD 55: Subscription from March 1983 to February 
1984. 
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P25 Documentation bulletin A ­ Directorate­General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ irregular. 
OA:83­P19. DE:83 ­ P22. FR:83 ­ P8. IT:83 ­ P9. NL:83 ­ P22 
ISSN 0378­441X: subscription: ECU 60, BFR 2750, IRL 43.50, 
UKL 34.75, USD 52; The subscription also covers series B and C. 
P26 Documentation bulletin B ­ Directorate­General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm; 
(EN) ­ irregular. 
FR:83­P9 
ISSN 0378­4428: subscription: ECU 60, BFR 2750, IRL 43.50, 
UKL 34.75, USD 52: The subscription also covers series A and C. 
P27 Documentation bulletin C ­ Directorate­General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) ­ irregular. 
DA:83­P20. DE:83 ­ P23. FR:83­P10. IT:83­P10. NL:83 ­ P23 
ISSN 0379­2250: subscription: ECU 60, BFR 2750, IRL 43.50, 
UKL 34.75, USD 52: The subscription also covers series A and B'. 
P28 Dokumente und Publikationen ­ Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften ­ Bonn ­ 30 cm: (DE) ­ monatlich, 
kostenlos. 
P29 EC-agricultural price indices (Output and Input) ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities: Commission of the European 
Communities ­ 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) ­ half­yearly. 
DE:83­P28. FR:83­P60. IT:83­P60 
ISSN 0250­5967: subscription; ECU 20,75, BFR 950, IRL 15, 
UKL 12, USD 18. 
P30 Echos de l'Europe ­ Commission des Communautés 
européennes: Bureau de presse et d'information, Luxembourg ­
27cm: (FR) ­ mensuel. 
gratuit. 
P31 Economie and Social Committee: Bulletin ­ Economie and 
Social Committee ­ Bruxelles­Brussel ­ 21 cm: (EN) ­ monthly. 
DA:83­P72. DE:83­P85. FR:83­P19. GR:83­P11. IT:83­P17. 
NL:83­P27 
free of charge. 
P32 EF-avisen ­ Kommissionen for De europæiske Fællesskaber ­
København ­ 29 χ 40cm: (DA) ­ halvmånedlig, 
gratis. 
P33 EF dokumentetion ­ Kommissionen for De europæiske 
Fællesskaber ­ København ­ 2 1cm: (DA) ­ halvmånedlig, 
gratis. 
P34 EG Magazin ­ Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften ­
Bonn ­ 27cm: (DE) ­ monatlich. 
Abonnement 
Einzelpreise. 
P35 EIB-Information ­ European Investment Bank ­ 30 cm: (EN) ­
quarterly. 
DA:83­P27. DE:83­P30. FR:83 ­ PE­. GR:83 ­ P4. IT:83­P5. 
NL:83­P31 
ISSN 0250­3891: free of charge. 
P36 Electrical energy: monthly bulletin ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
­ 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) ­ monthly. 
DE:83­P34. FR:83­P41 
ISSN 0378­3561: subscription: ECU 10,50, BFR 480, IRL 7.50, 
UKL 6, USD 10. 
P37 Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) 
Hydrocarbons, c) Electrical energy ­ 30cm: ­ monthly. 
DE:83­P35. FR:83­P83 
subscription: ECU 38,85, BFR 1 780, IRL 28.25, UKL 22.50, 
USD 34: Combined subscription. 
P38 Eorascéil ­ Baile Átha Cliath ­ 30 cm: (GA) ­ monthly, 
free of charge. 
P39 Eur info ­ Commission des Communautés européennes ­
Bruxelles ­ Brussel ­ 30cm: (FR) ­ mensuel. 
NL:83­P40 
gratuit. 
P40 Euro-Abstracts: Scientific and technical Publications and 
Patents: Section I and II ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
(EN) ­ 24 issues. 
subscription: ECU 91,65, BFR 4200, IRL 66.50, UKL 53, 
USD 86: Combined subscription. 
P41 Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. 
Scientific and technical Publications and Patents ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ monthly. 
ISSN 0014­2352: subscription: ECU 52,35, BFR 2400, IRL 38, 
UKL 30.25, USD 49. 
P42 Euro-Abstracts, Section II: Coal - Steel ­ Scherff, H.L. 
[editor): Jay, B. [editor): Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: 
index (DE/EN/FR) ­ monthly. 
DE:83­P41. FR:83­P46 
ISSN 0378­3472: subscription: ECU 52,35, BFR 2400, IRL 38, 
UKL 30.25, USD 49. 
P43 Euronet Diane News ­ Directorate­General Information Market 
and Innovation: Mastroddi, F. [editor) - 30 cm: (EN) ­ quarterly, 
free of charge. 
P44 Europa ­ Commission of the European Communities ­ Bangkok ­
30cm: (EN) ­ bi­monthly, 
free of charge. 
P45 Europe-lnformationen für die Jugendpresse ­ Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften ­ Bonn ­ 30cm: (DE) ­ monatlich, 
kostenlos. 
P46 Europa van morgen ­ Commissie van de Europese 
Gemeenschappen ­ Den Haag ­ 30cm: (NL) ­ wekelijks, 
gratis. 
P47 Europe 83 ­ Commission of the European Communities ­ London 
­ 27cm: (EN) ­ monthly, 
free of charge. 
P48 Europeen Economy ­ Directorate­General Economic and 
Financial Affairs: Commission of the European Communities ­
30cm: (EN) ­ three times a year. 
DA:83­P41. DE:83 ­ P47. FR:83­P32. IT:83 ­ P32. NL:83 ­ P46 
ISSN 0379­0991 : subscription: ECU 22,70, BFR 1040, 
IRL 16.50, UKL 13.25, USD 23. 
P49 European Economy: complete series of supplements ­
30cm: ­ 25 issues. 
DA:83­P42. DE:83 ­ P48. FR:83­P33. IT:83 ­ P33. NL:83 ­ P47 
subscription: ECU 24, BFR 1100, IRL 17.50, UKL 14, USD 27. 
P50 Europeen Economy - Supplement - Series A: Recent 
economic trends ­ Directorate­General Economic and Financial 
Affairs: Commission of the European Communities ­ 30cm: (EN) ­
eleven times a year. 
DA:83­P43. DE:83­P49. FR:83­P34. IT:83 ­ P34. NL:83­P48 
ISSN 0379­2056: subscription: ECU 11,35, BFR 520, IRL 8.50, 
UKL 6.50, USD 12. 
P51 European Economy - Supplement - Series B: Economic 
prospects: Business survey results ­ Directorate­General 
Economic and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European 
Communities ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ eleven times a year. 
DA:83­P44. DE;83­P50. FR:83­P35. IT:83­P35. NL:83 ­ P49 
ISSN 0379­2110: subscription: ECU 14,65, BFR 670, IRL 11, 
UKL 8.50, USD 16. 
P52 European Economy - Supplement - Series C: Economic 
prospects: Consumer survey results ­ Directorate­General 
Economic and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European 
Communities ­ 30cm: (EN) ­ three times a year. 
DA:83­P45. DE:83­P51. FR:83 ­ P36. IT:83 ­ P36. NL:83 ­ P50 
ISSN 0379­2 17X: subscription: ECU 3,69, BFR 150, IRL 2.50, 
UKL 2.20, USD 4.20. 
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P53 European Economy and supplements A B C - 30cm: - 28 
issues, 
DA:83-P46. DE:83-P52. FR:83 - P37. IT:83 - P37. NL:83-P51 
subscription: ECU 43,65, BFR 2000 , IRL 31.75, UKL 25.50, 
USD 45. 
P54 European File - Directorate-General for Information: 
Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: (EN) - twice 
monthly, 
DA:83-P38. DE:83 - P77. FR:83 - P30. IT:83 - P79. NL:83-P72 
ISSN 0379-3133: free of charge. 
P55 European news - Commission of the European Communities -
Bangkok - 30cm: (EN) - weekly, 
free of charge. 
P56 European Parliament - European Parliament - 30 χ 43cm: (EN) 
- irregular. 
DA:83-P39. DE:83 - P46. FR:83-P69. IT:83 - P69. NL:83 - P45 
free of charge. 
P57 Eurostatistics: Data for short-term economic analysis -
Statistical Office of the European Communities: Commission of the 
European Communities - 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - eleven times a year. 
DE:83-P56. FR:83-P53 
ISSN 0250-3921 : subscription: ECU 23,30, BFR 1250, 
IRL 19.75, UKL 15.75, USD 24. 
P58 Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe" - Commission des 
Communautés européennes - Paris - 30cm: (FR) - onze numéros par 
an. 
abonnement: Réduction de prix pour abonnements groupés. 
P59 Hourly earnings: Hours of work - Commission of the European 
Communities; Statistical Office of the European Communities -
30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - half-yearly. 
DA:83-P82. DE:83 - P78. FR:83 - P57. IT:83 - P77. NL;83-P82 
ISSN 0378-3596: subscription: ECU 20,75, BFR 950, IRL 15, 
UKL 12, USD 18. 
P66 Informazioni - Commissione delle Comunità europee - Roma -
30 cm; (IT) - irregolare, 
gratuito. 
P67 Informazioni documonti - Commissione delle Comunità europee 
- Roma - 30 cm: (IT) - irregolare, 
gratuito. 
P68 Informazioni rassegne periodica - Commissione delle 
Comunità europee - Roma - 30 cm: (IT) - irregolare, 
gratuito. 
P69 Iron and steel: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) - monthly. 
DE:83-P31. FR:83 - P80. IT:83 - P80 
ISSN 0378-7559: subscription: ECU 1 5,70, BFR 720, 
IRL 11.50, UKL 9, USD 14. 
P70 Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins - 30cm: - 16 
issues. 
DE:83-P33. FR:83 - P82. IT:83-P81 
subscription: ECU 47,33, BFR 2160, IRL 33, UKL 26, USD 44: 
Combined subscription. 
P71 Iron and steal: quarterly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities; Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) - quarterly. 
DE:83-P32. FR:83-P81. IT:83 - P82 
ISSN 0378-7672: subscription: ECU 41,45, BFR 1900, IRL 30, 
UKL 24, USD 36. 
P72 List of additions to the Library of the CEC -
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration: Commission of 
the European Communities - 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) -
monthly. 
DA:83-P8. DE:83 - P83. FR;83-P11. IT;83-P7. NL:83 - P70 
ISSN 0378-3464: subscription: ECU 50,20, BFR 2300, IRL 29, 
UKL 36.50, USD 44. 
P60 Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - monthly. 
DE:83-P65. FR:83 - P58 
ISSN 0378-3731: subscription: ECU 20,75, BFR 950, IRL 15, 
UKL 12, USD 18. 
P61 Industrial production: Miscellaneous sectors - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - quarterly. 
DE;83-P59. FR:83-P74 
subscription: ECU 14,40, BFR 660, IRL 10.50, UKL 8.50, 
USD 13. 
P73 List of laws and regulations adopted in the Member States 
of the Communities in application of acts adopted by the 
Communities - Council of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:83-P57. DE:83-P82. FR:83 - P77. IT:83-P76. NL:83 - P73 
free of charge: limited distribution. 
P74 Monthly external trade bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:83-P75. DE:83-P71. FR:83-P14. IT:83-P12. NL:83-P71 
ISSN 0378-3723: subscription: ECU 62, BFR 2840, IRL 45, 
UKL 36, USD 54. 
P62 Industrial short-term trends - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
-30cm: (EN) - monthly. 
DE:83-P69. FR:83 - P59 
ISSN 0378-7877: subscription: ECU 1 7,45, BFR 800, 
IRL 12.75, UKL 10, USD 16. 
P63 Information Bulletin of the Steel Industry Safety and Health 
Commission - Directorate-General Employment. Social Affairs and 
Education: Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: (EN) - irregular. 
DE:83-P60. FR:83-P13. !T;83-P11 
free of charge. 
P64 Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities - Court of Justice of the European Communities -
30cm: (EN) - quarterly, 
DA:B3-P62. DE:83 - P70. FR:83 - P62. IT:83-P67. NL:83 - P59 
free of charge. 
P65 Informations de I'Eurostat - Office statistique des 
Communautés européennes: Commission des Communautés 
européennes - 23cm; (FR) - trimestriel. 
DE:83-P55 
ISSN 0378-360X: gratuit. 
P75 Officiai Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices - All Institutions - 30cm: (EN) -
approximately daily. 
DA:83-P47. DE:83-P5. FR:83 - P66. GR:83 - P8. IT:83-P57. 
NL:83-P77 
ISSN 0378-6986: subscription: ECU 209,50, BFR 9600, 
IRL 152, UKL 121.25, USD 181: Subscription comprises series L 
andC. 
P76 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation - All Institutions - 30cm: (EN) - approximately daily. 
DA:83-P48. DE:83 - P6. FR:83 - P67. GR:83-P9. IT:83 - P58. 
NL:83-P78 
ISSN 0378-6978: subscription: ECU 209,50, BFR 9600, 
IRL 152, UKL 121.25, USD 181: Subscription comprises series L 
and C 
P77 Points de repère: supplément à 30 jours d'Europe -
Commission des Communautés européennes - Paris - 30cm: (FR) -
mensuel. 
abonnement: Réduction de prix pour abonnements groupés. 
P78 Press Release - Commission of the European Communities -
London - 30cm: (EN) - irregular, 
free of charge 
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P79 Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice - Court of 
Justice of the European Communities - 23cm: (EN) - irregular. 
DA:83-P80 . DE;83 - P75. FR:83 - P76. GR:83-P13. IT :83-P75. 
NL:83-P67 
ISSN 0378-7591: subscription: ECU 76,35, BFR 3500, 
IRL 55.50, UKL 44, USD 66. 
P80 Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community - Directorate-General Economic 
and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European Communities -
30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:B3-P79. DE:83-P37. FR:83-P78. IT ;83-P78. NL :83-P79 
ISSN 0378-4479: subscription: ECU 50,20, BFR 2300, 
IRL 38.50, UKL 33.50, USD 66. 
PB 1 Supplement to the Official Journel of the European 
Communities, series S - All Institutions - 30cm: Publication of 
notices of public works contracts and public supply contracts and 
invitations to tender of the European Development Fund (EN) -
approximately daily. 
DA:83 -P81 . DE:83 - P79. FR:83 - P85. GR:83-P7. IT:83 - P84, 
NL ;83 -P80 
ISSN 0378-7273: subscription: ECU 93,80, BFR 4300, IRL 68, 
UKL 54.25, USD 8 1 . 
P82 Unemployment: Monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
-30cm: (EN) - monthly. 
DE;83-P7. FR:83-P16. IT:83 - P25 
subscription: ECU 10,50, BFR 480, IRL 7.50, UKL 6, USD 10. 
P83 Vocational training: Information bulletin - European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training: Commission of the 
European Communities - 30cm: (EN) - three times a year. 
DA:83-P54. DE:83-P12. FR:83-P56. IT :83-P56. NL:83 - P7 
ISSN 0378-5068: subscription: ECU 4, BFR 190, IRL 3, 
UKL 2.50, USD 4. 
P84 Wages and incomes - Rapid information - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN) - irregular. 
FR:83-P79 
free of charge. 
P85 Women of Europe - Information bulletin - Directorate-General 
for Information: Commission of the European Communities -
Bruxelles - Brussel - 30cm: (EN) - bi-monthly. 
0A:83-P49. DE:83-P58. FR:83-P54. 1T:83-P30. NL:83-P83 
free of charge. 
P86 Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα - 'Επιτροπή τών Ευρωπαϊκών 




0­4, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1981: 
­n. l l ] 570 
0­4, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: 
­n. l l ] 578 
0­4, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: 
­n. l l ] 579 
5, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.lll] 580 
5, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1981 : ­
n.lll] 571 
5, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.lll] 581 
6, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.lV] 582 
6, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1981: ­
n.lV] 572 
6, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.lV] 583 
7, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.V] 584 
7, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1981: ­
n.V] 573 
7, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: ­
n.V] 585 
8­9, exports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: 
­n.VI] 586 
8­9, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1981: 
­n.VI] 574 
8­9, imports [Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC­CTCI, rev. 2­1982: 
­n.VI] 587 
1971­1980 [COST projects: Collected Agreements concluded within the 
framework of European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and 
Technical Research: ­ n. 1 ] 52 
abbreviations/Multilingual glossary of 606 
Ability of type A packages to withstand regulatory tests 275 
Abschließende Verbesserung der vorliegenden Rechenprogramme zur 
Bestimmung der Temperaturentwicklung 276 
Abschlußbericht über das Forschungsvorhaben "Entwicklung von 
Strebrandmaschinen" 379 
Academic Year 1984­85/European University Institute: 
­1983 461 
accident prevention within the enterprise/Cooperation of workers and 
their representatives in 373 
accidental pollution from hydrocarbons/Study of the amendments and 
improvements which may have to be made to the legal rules on 
insurance against the risks of 134 
Accords conclus par les Communautés européennes 1980/Recueil des 
­n .10 12 
aciers à haute limite d'élasticité/Comportement en fatigue d' 392 
aciers aux températures élevées/Comportement de la résistance 
mécanique des 391 
aciers sur parc et sur banc/Amélioration des méthodes de tri des 381 
ACP countries [Yearbook of foreign trade statistics ­ Third countries 
1974­1981: ­ n.A] 591 
ACP­EEC: Texts relating to industrial co­operation ­ Volume Ill/Second 
convention of Lomé 93 
ACP­EEC Convention of Lomé; Compilation of texts (VI ­ 1 January 1981 
­ 31 December 1981 (/Second 91 
ACP­EEC Council of Ministers (1 March 1 9 8 2 ­ 3 1 December 
1982)/Annual Report of the 
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